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Two High-CapacityDisc Drives, by Kent Wilken Each can storeover 400 million bytes
of data. One/efsyou carry that much data from drive to drive.
A CommandLanguagefor lmproved Disc Protocol, by DouglasL. Voigt Thegoal is a
flexibleand forward-looking
way of communieating
betweendisc and computer.
Second-GenerationDisc Read/Vt/riteElectronics, by RobertM. Batey and James D.
Becker lnformation-packing
coding and increasedtrack densitiesdeliverdisc storageat
one thirdthe costper megabyte.
Disc DriveErrorDetectionand CorrectionUsingVLSI, by PeterM. Gaten Errorcorrecfion residesentirelywithinthe disc drive for bettersystemperformance.
Head Positioning in a Large Disc Drive, by R. Frank Bell, Eric W. Johnson,R. Keith
Whitaker,and RogerV. Wilcox Objective:move 14 headsup to 2.1 rnchesrn /essthan35
milliseconds
and keepthemwithin75 microinches
of the correctposition.
MechanicalDesign of a Large Disc Drive, by JamesH. Smith A moldedcabinet,modularity,and high-volumepartstoolingreducemanufacturingtime and cost.
High-CapacityDisc Drive ServomechanismDesign, by StephenA. Edwards Complicated servoperformancer'ssueswere better resolvedby separatingthem from structural
conslramfs.
Authors
SpeechOutputfor HPSeries80 PersonalComputers, by LorenM. KoehterandTimothyC.
Mackey Nowyour personalcomputercancallyouwhenit is finishedor needsmoreinput.
Speech Output for HP 1000 and HP 3OOO
Computer Systems, by ElizabethR. Hueftle
peripheral, thismodulesupplies
andJeffreyR. Murphy lnsertedin serieswithanyRS-232-C
audibleinformationfor many applications.

In this Issue:

Journalotfices,we recentlytookdeliveryon a new photoHerein ourHewlett-Packard
typesetting
system.Ouroldsystem,acquiredmorethantenyearsago,wasa noisynightmare
design.lt hadwhirlingdrums,snappingrelays,rotating
electromechanical
of complicated
mirrors,travelinglenses,andassortedshuttersand rollers.Usuallyit worked,andit served
reflecting
us very wellfor manyyears.Our new systemhas onlylour movingassemblies,
mechanically,
fewer
things
and
more
things
electronically
towards
doing
the universaltrend
fourmovingmechanisms
twoof ournewtypesetter's
therebygainingreliability.Significantly,
are disc drive*"floppies", like ihe onesyou can see in nearlyeverypersonalcomputer
drives,disc drives are an exceptionto the trend to
system.From microfloppiesto large multimegabyte
platters
with
magneticoxideare stillthe preferredmediafor storing
coated
systems.
Spinning
more-electronic
massiveamountsof dataso a computercan haverapidaccessto any pieceof it. Bubblememory,the only
would
seriouscontenderfor the disc drive'srole,has so far madeinroadsonly wheresevereenvironments
featureof somediscdrivedesignsis media
A cost-saving
knockout a discdrive'sfinelytunedmechanisms.
whichlets usersaccessmoredatawith eachdriveby changingdiscs.lt's takenfor grantedin
removability,
as drivecapacityincreases.
a floppydrive,but becomeslesscost-etfestive
Our coversubjectthis monthis the industry'slargestremovablediscdrivemediamodule.lts sevendiscs
hold404 megabytes,or overfour hundredmillioncharacters,roughlythe amountof informationin all of the
by an unusually
lt worksin the HP 7935 DiscDrive,whichis alsodistinguished
booksin the photograph.
set of built-indiagnostics.On pages3 through26, you can read aboutthe designof this
comprehensive
drive,the HP 7933.
fixed-media
driveand its companion
high-capacity
Two speechoutputmodulesfor HP computersare describedin the articleson pages29 and 34, one for
The latteris compatible
andonefor HP 1000and HP 3000Computers.
HP Series80 PersonalComputers,
protocol,so it canalsobe usedwithothermanufacturers'
interconnection
RS-232-CA/.24
withthe industrywide
computersif you can get alongwithoutthe specialsoftwarethat makesthe moduleseasierto use with HP
computers.lf you can't alwaysbe lookingat the computer,it does helpif the computercan talk.
-R.P.Dolan
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Two High-Gapacity
Disc Drives
One of fhese4)4-megabytedrivesis the currentindustry
leaderin removablediscpack capacity.Theotheris a
lower-costnonremov
able drive.
by Kent Wilken
HE DESIGN of a high-capacity disc drive requires
expert attention in a variety of areas.Magnetic media
and magneticread/writeheadsof exactingspecifications must be obtained.Mechanics that can precisely and
repeatably locate data on the magnetic surface must be
employed. Low-noise electronicsand sophisticatedmodulation techniquesmust be usedto achievehigh bit packing
densities and retrieve the data reliably. Real-time signal
processingtechniquesmust be used to ensurethat the disc
heads are constantly in the correct position over the data.
Error correctingcodesmust be designedto detecterrorsin
readingthe dataand to conect certain types of thoseerrors.
And a microprocessorrunning what amountsto a real-time
operating systemmust be employed to orchestratethe entire operation.

The HP 7933 and HP 7935 Disc Drives (Fig. r) provide
technical advancementsover previous HP disc products
in these as well as many other important areas.This pair
of 404-megabytedisc drives includes the industry's highest-capacityremovable-packdisc drive, the 7935.Its sister
product, the 7933,is a lessexpensivenonremovabledesign,
Automatic Head Alignment
The development of such large-capacitydisc products
including the requirement of removability presented a
number of challenges.Head positioning accuracyneeded
special attention. A data pack that is written on one drive
must be readableon another drive. The slight differences
in relative head position from drive to drive can make this
difficult. Similarily, a pack written at one temperature ex-

Fig. 1. Ihe HP 7933 and 7935
Disc Drives are 414-megabyte
drives that feature data error correction and extenslyed/agnostics.
Externally,the drives are identical.
The difference is that the 7935's
disc pack can be removed and
replaced by the user.
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treme must be readable at the other extreme. Becauseof
thermal expansion, the head position relative to the data
will vary. To overcome these and related position variations, a technique dubbed automatic head alignment
(AHA) is used. Each data surfacein the disc pack has a set
of calibration bands. When a pack is first inserted in the
drive, and periodically thereafter based on time and temperature changes, the built-in microprocessor makes a
calibration reading on each of the bands on each of the
surfaces.This reading tells the processorhow far that band
is from the positioning bands on the reference (servo) surface. The difference is stored in a microprocessor RAM
table. Later, when a head positioning (seek)operation occurs, an interpolation is done based on the tabular data to
determine the offset required for the target location.
The main benefit of AHA is higher capacity as a result
of being able to locate the target data more precisely. There
is also a side benefit. Previous removable disc products
required periodic fine tuning of the head position by qualified service personnel. AHA virtually eliminates this manual adjustment, thus reducing maintenance costs and sys-

tem down time.
Sector Sparing
Another area that required a lot of design attention was
ensuring defect-free media in the area where user data is
stored. It is a virtual impossibility to createa large magrretic
surface for high-density recording that is defect-free'
Higher-capacity disc products such as the 7933/35 tend to
see more defects becausethe area that they use to store a
bit of data is smaller, which means that smaller defects
become visible. Previous products use a method called
track sparing. When a defect is encountered, that track of
data (one concentric ring) is flagged as being defective and
that logical track is assigned to a new physical location
taken from a spare track pool.
Anticipating an increase in the number of observed defects, a new method called sector sparing is employed in
the 7933/35. Each track is allotted one extra data block
(sector).If a sector should contain a defect, the extra sector
is migrated to the defective areaby moving the intervening
sectors one position. The drive microprocessor handles

Flg.2. The HP 979354 Data Pack
for the 7935 Disc Drive provides
contamination resistance similar
to a sealed chamber. When the
pack is inserted in the filtered ah
of the drive, a trap door opens to
allow the heads access to the
media.
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this data movement as well as the subsequentskipping of
the defects in a manner that is transparent to the host computer.
Sector sparing greatly increases the number of media
defects that can be compensatedwhile still presenting 4O4
megabytes of defect-free data space to the user without
increasing the fraction of disc space that is reserved for
sparing and unavailable to the user.
Controlllng Contamlnailon
Controlling particle contamination is another challenge
in designing a high-capacity removable disc product.
Just

as there is a greater sensitivity to media defects, contami_
nation becomesa greater concern. The Hp g2935 Data pack
(Fig.2) incorporatesa new designconceptthat hascontami_
nation resistancesimilar to a sealedchamber while provid_
ing the necessaryremovability. When not in use, the disc
platters are completely enclosed in an outer set of plastic
covers that prevent dust particles, fingerprints, and other
pollutants from contaminating the media. When the pack
is inserted in the filtered air of the drive chamber, a trap
door opens that allows the heads to accessthe media. previous designsexposed disc platters directly to dirty air and
fingerprints during insertion and removal; to aid in avoid-

A Command Language for Improved Disc protocol
by DouglasL. Voigt
By itself,a disc drive is of litile use. lt must be connected to
a system.The system designerwill probablywant to support a
varietyof disc products,but would like to minimizethe effort in
designing the supporting software.Command Set BO (CS-80)
was created as an adjunct to the 7933/35 Disc Drive project to
providea flexibleand forward-looking
methodof communicating
betweenthe disc and a host comDuter.
One CS-80 feature that eases the software support burden is
the describe command. When sent by the host, the describe
commandwill cause the drive to send back a list of parameters
detailingits characteristics.
This includesthe amountof data the
device can store, how last it transfersdata, how much RAM
butferingit has for l/O-all of the informationneeded to connect
a driveto a system.This makesit possiblefor the host compurer
to configurea disc drive into its systemwithoutprior knowledge
of the type of drive or its characteristics.
CS-80 also minimizescommunicationoverheadbetweenthe
host computerand the disc. Previouscommunicationscnemes
had the computertell the disc driveto seekto a specificaddress.
Upon arrival, the computer would, in a separate command
stream, declare whether the operationwas to be a reao or a
write.CS-80has a locate-and-read(write)commandthat sends
all of this informationin the initialcommand stream.
CS-80is supportedon all of the newerHp disc drives rangrng
from the 1o-megabyteHP 7908to the 4o4-megabyteHp 7933/35.
It will also be supportedon futuredrives.Thisconsistentsupport
of CS-80 makes it easier to provide a broad range of mass
memorysupport on HP's computersystems.
Transac{lons in C9,80
CS-80 states how to conduct transactions,the basic unit of

Command Phase

Execution Phase

workin thisprotocol,and it tellshowto specitythe operations
to be performed.
A transaction
consistsof threephases,as illustrated
in Fig..1.
In the commandphasethe CpU sendsa commanomessage
describing
an operation
to be performed
by thedisc.Thecom_
mandis decoded,and the driveentersthe executionphase,
duringwhichthe specifiedactivitytakesplace.lf execution
of
thecommandinvolves
theexchange
of data,thedisccontroller
usestheHP-lBparallelpollfunctionto synchronize
anexecution
message
conlaining
thedatawithinternal
events;thisminimizes
thetimeduringwhichthe bus is dedicatedto onetransaction.
Whenexecution
is complete,
the reportingphaseis entered,
and parallelpoll is againusedto initiatea reportingmessage
thatsignalsthe end of the transaction.
Thereporting
message
containsan indication
of successor failureof the transaction.
Thiscanbe interpreted
by theCpU,allowing
thenexttransaction
to beginas soonas possible.
Inerrorsituations
thediscabortsdirecilytothereporting
phase
andwaitsfortheCPUto reachthatpoint.Between
transactions,
thedisccontroller
monitors
thevitalsignsofthediscandperforms
limiteddiagnostics.
lf anythinghappens
thatrequires
CpUinter_
ventionduringthistime,an unsolicited
reportis enteredto get
the CPU'sattention.
This reflectsa trendtowardsequalityof
communication
between
CPUsandintelligent
peripherals,
which
can initiatetransactions
as a resultof eventsdetectedoutside
theCPU.
Theformalization
of a transaction
allowsa CpUto supportthe
wide rangeof featuresof the 7933/35Disc Drivesusingonly
threetransaction
templates.
Thetransaction
is alsouseoas a
level of modularityin 7933/35firmware.The firmwarermpacr
involvedin convertingthe 7933/95to a newCpUinterfacewould

Fig. 1. Command Set 8O organizes CPU and disc activities
into three-phase transactions. Att
disc functions are executed in a
command phase, an execution
phase,and a report phase. Shown
here is a locate-and-readtransaction.
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(locations
of data
is usedto allowdiscaddresses
Thiscapability
to be reador written)to be specifiedwithcylinder,head,and
to the disc'sphysicalorganizasectornumberscorresponding
tion,or as a singleblocknumberforminga linearcontiguous
addressspaceincludingall of the sectorson a disc,whichis
is optimized
easierfor a CPUto dealwith.The7933i35firmware
usedopcodesan orderof magnitude
to decodea fewfrequently
fasterthanthe rest,thus retainingcommandset powerwhile
CommandEfficiency
andcommunica- offeringspeedwhereit is needed.
forflexibility
aredesigned
CS-80commands
logicalmachine
a
maintains
controller
The
disc
tionefficiency.
usedin makingthedecisions Status Intormation
thevariables
state,whichcontains
CS-80also specifiesa new formatfor statusinformationreareset by the
Thesevariables
involvedin eachdiscoperation.
aredividedinto
to the CPU.Enorand statusconditions
turned
opcodes.A command
CPUthroughthe useof complementary
four classes:protocolrejectenors,hardwarefaultenors,proopcodes'
messagecontainsa seriesof optionalcomplementary
errors'A six-byte
an operation ceduralaccesserrors,andnonfatalinformation
whichmaybe lollowedby oneopcodespecifying
withspecific
to be usedinconjunction
fieldisprovided
opcodesusedin a command parameter
Complementary
to be performed.
Any
combinainformation.
address
disc
for
current
or
status
bits,
thatcontainsan opcodespecifyingan operationaretemporary'
tionof statusbits outsideof the faultfieldcan be suppressed
opComplementary
and applyonlyto the currenttransaction.
command.
thatdoesnotcallforanoperation as theyoccurusingthestatusmaskcomplementary
ina command
codesspecified
mentioned
abovegivesa quickindication
message
Thereporting
valueof
The permanent
retaintheir new valuespermanently.
available
as to whetheror not thereis any statusinformation
that
opcodeis usedduringanyoperation
eachcomplementary
of eachtransaction.
uponcompletion
overrideit.
doesnottemporarily
of
to takeadvantage
CS-80allowsthe7933/35disccontroller
containing
commands
allowsa CPUto generate
Thisstructure
and inthe intelligence
to distribute
technology
Parame- microprocessor
to do an operation.
necessary
onlythenewintormation
with
creasethe amountof parallelactivityavailablein HP systems
ters that do not changeoften need not be retransmitted
today.Inthefuturewehopeto useittohelpprovideHPcustomers
usedvaluescanbe
sincetheirmostfrequently
eachcommand,
with a consistentgrowthpath involvinga wide rangeof system
Thisschemealsooffersa CPU
retainedin the disc controller.
thenewvalueof a singleparameter. buildingblocks.
severalwaysof expressing
transactions
to implement
be limitedto the changesnecessary
on the new interface.Controlof the 7933/35by a CPUcan be
betweena procommunication
viewedas transaction-oriented
(called
process
the logical
a
and
the
CPU
inside
cessrunning
machine)runningin the disc controllerto controlthe disc
hardware.

ing contamination, a dummy platter was put on the top
and bottom. In the 7935,these cover discs are not required,
meaning that for a given number of platters, two more are
available for data, thus increasing capacity'
Troubleshootlng and RePalr
Diagnostics and serviceability are fundamental parts of
the design of the 7933/35. The most visible part of the
diagnostic design is the diagnostic front panel. This consists of a set of keys and an alphanumeric display' With
these, a trained service person can access data and test
routines internal to the drive.
The internal diagnostics and utilities are a major improvement. Previously, most disc diagrrosticswere written
to run on the host computer. This has several disadvantages. First, a product such as the 7933/35 is generally
supported on more than one of fIP's computer systems'
Having to create a system-specific version of a diagnostic
is a duplication of design effort. The internal diagnostics
of the 7933/35needed to be implemented only once' Second, previous diagnostics have been written by system software desigrrers not necessarily extremely knowledgeable
about the details of disc drive operation' The diagnostics
on the 7933/35were written by members of the design team
in close cooperation with the hardware desirgners.
Possibly the biggestadvantageof the internal diagnostics
on the 7g33lgs is the array of test hooks designed into the
hardware. External diagnostics must treat the disc drive as
a black box. The internal diagnostic has more direct access
to the hardware. It can use such facilities as an analog-todigital converter to test power supply levels and other critical voltage settings. The internal diagnostic can disable
certain sections of electronics while testing a neighboring
1984
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board to help isolate the problem to a particular board.
Extensive fault isolation in the diagnostics virtually eliminates guesswork in repairing consistent failures in the
drive.
The most difficult problems to diagnose in a disc drive,
however, are not the consistent failures. The intermittent
failures are more difficult. The diagnostic design team recognized this and felt the best way to assist the service
personnel was by keeping a detailed record of each failure
the drive encountered in the course of operation. To that
end, certain tracks inside the disc are reseryed for storing
this fault history. This is in addition to any fault logging
a host system might have for drive errors. These maintenance tracks are outside the normal disc addressspaceand
are accessibleonly by diagnostic commands from the VO
channel or through the diagnostic front panel. Besidespreserving the fault history, these tracks contain a history of
data error occurrence, test patterns for verifying proper
operation of the read data path, an areafor doing write-thenread testing, a table of the spared areas of the disc, and
other information.
In addition, the drive contains internal utilities that do
error rate testing, test the performance of the positioning
system, and perform other tests. The diagnostics, maintenance information, and internal utilities can be accessed
through the diagnostic front panel or through the HP-IB
(IEEE-4SS)VO port using a special set of commands.
Through use of the diagnostic front panel a service person
can, for example, disconnect and service the failed drive
while the rest of the computer systemremains in operation.
By passing diagnostic results over the VO channel to the
host computer, it is possible to display the results on the
svstem console or even on a remote terminal.

Second-Generation
Disc Read/Write
Electronics
by Robert M. Batey and James D. Becker
HE FIRST HP DISC PRODUCTSbrought high performance to Hewlett-Packard computational systems.
However, by 1978,the capacitiesof thesedrives were
becoming inadequate because of their use of traditional
methods of channel encoding and decoding, and their low
recorded track densities (on the order of 800 to 4oo tracks
per inch).
By increasing track densities and by clever use of information-packing coding techniques, the new 7938 and 7935
disc products deliver slightly over three times the capacity
of previous products (7925 family) at about the same cost.
The effect is a reduced cost per megabyte.
Goding Schemes
Coding schemesused by earlier HP disc products include
the MFM (modified frequency modulation) code and the
FM or Manchester code. Their simplicity makes system
desigrr easy. It is significant that these codes use little of
the channel's available bandwidth. This proves to be a
disadvantagein terms of information content, but an advantage in terms of simplicity of signal processing.
To be more specific, consider MFM, The code construction map is as follows:
DataBit CodeSequence
0
XO
1
01

fi_

Fig. 1. Block diagram and waveformsfor simple read chain
electronicsfor the MFM code.

The coding rule requires that a 1 stand for a flux transition
and that a 0 represent no flux transition. The X stands for
a possible flux transition depending on the last state of the
previous code sequence transmitted. The X is simply replaced by the complement of the previous state, that is, if
the previous statewas a 1 (flux transition), replace X with 0
(no flux transition).
It is trivial to build a state machine to implement an
encoder and decoder for this code, and processing the raw
analog data from a read head is also very simple. We will
examine why.
The voltage output of an inductive head is proportional
to the derivative of the flux, that is, it is proportional to
the rate of change of the flux incident on the head transducer. Consider a waveform in which the flux reverses
arbitrarily with time. The flux waveform steps between
*p6 and -p6. Head output, the derivative of this
waveform, consists of alternating impulses of value * Kp6
and -Kp6. Since the read system is band-limited we can
add a low-pass filter to the model. The output of the model
will now be a series of alternating pulses of finite width
and value. In reality, the low-pass function is determined
by the rise time of the transitions (transition width) and
the head response. These factors determine the Nyquist
signaling rate for the system, that is, the maximum rate at
which independent symbols can be sent over a channel
without intersymbol interference.l
Earlier coding techniques took advantageof the signaling
limit to achieve an easyimplementation of a pulse position
detector. Consider a simple signal processing system consisting of a read head, a differentiator, and a comparator
to detect zero crossings. If we control the spacing of the
pulses we introduce enough intersymbol interference so
that the resulting waveform's only regions of zero slope
are at the peaks. A coding scheme that controls the
maximum distance between pulses can keep the resultant
inflection point between adjacent pulses from reaching
zero slope. The minimum distance is also controlled to
keep the pulse position from being shifted out of a timing
window. The result is that if the waveform is differentiated,
the zero crossings will correspond to pulse peaks, and the
comparator output will be a reasonable reconstruction of
the flux waveform.
Conditions necessaryfor this simple analog processing
technique to be feasible seem to be:
1. An "appropriately" band-limited channel
2. Tight constraints on the maximum and minimum signaling rates (use of a proper coding technique)
3. About 25 dB sigrral-to-noiseratio for a reasonableemor
rate.
MFM and FM produce recording densitiesof t.O and o.s
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Phase and
Amplltude
Equallzation

II

c

Head

Flg.2. Btock diagram of 7933/35read chain electronicsfor the VLFM code. The numbers in
circles refer to waveformsin Fig. 3'

respectively, with MFM being the better of the two codes
at about 1.0 density (i.e., about 1 data bit per recorded
transition).z It is evident that the data rate is only equal to
the rate of recorded transitions on the disc at best. Unless
we can improve the data-to-transition ratio, the only way
to increase capacity per track is to increase the number of
flux reversals (transitions) per track, and this means great
improvements in the heads or media must occur.
The goal of the 7933/7935proiect was to gain 33% in
recorded density by means other than improved heads and
media. The approach was to deal with the channel modulation code, not only as a vehicle to simplify record recovery,
but as a means of data packing. For every three transitions
written on the disc, on the averagewe wanted to get four
data bits of information.
In surveying the literature, we found a code that gave us
reasonable results.3 We chose to call the code VLFM in
light of its predecessors'Horiguchi and Morita described
the code with the following coding table. The ones and
zeros on the left represent bit positions in a data string,
and the ones and zeros on the right represent potential

Slmulated Noise

^ Unprocesa€d
(3,1OataHead
Waveform

(i) Full-Wave
v

Rectified

positions for recorded transitions on the disc (with the
ones being the actual positions of recorded transitions).
VLFM ENCODING TABLE
DataSequence

Code Sequence

xo1

00
01
10
1100
1101
1110
77\7

010
x00
010001
x00000
x00001
010000

Notice that some of the code strings are preceded by an X.
This shorthand means that to form this code string the first
bit must be assigned the complement of the trailing bit of
the previously transmitted code string. This is done to restrict the minimum distance between transitions. For
VLFM and also for MFM, the minimum distance between
coded transitions is a distance of one transition cell or
window. We will call this distance the d constraint for
transition placement.
Similarly, there is for many codes a maximum recorded
distance between transitions. For MFM it is tJrreewindows.
This constraint we will call the k constraint. For VLFM we
can observe a maximum of seven windows for the k constraint. (Observe this by encoding hexadecimal 4D4D4D'
1000000010100000001will appear in the binary code
sequence.)
Since the d and k constraints determine the minimum
and maximum number of data windows between recorded
transitions, they determine the upper and lower requireDualComparator

@ Differentiated

@ffiix5:l3l
(t

. Oualified
Dorivative
Comparator

@"ffill'
Fig.3. Waveformsin the circuit of Fig. 2
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Ffg. 4. Pulse qualifyingcitcuit gatesout noisepulses as
shownin Fig.3.

ments for the data channel bandwidth (when the clocking
rate is specified). Both MFM and VLFM have d constraints
of one, and thus they have identical upper-frequency requirements. BecauseVLFM has a k of seven compared to
the k of 3 for MFM, VLFM coding allows transitions to be
more than twice as far apart in time. Therefore VLFM results in a much larger sigrral energy at lower frequencies.
The result is a VLFM requirement of approximately twice
the bandwidth required for MFM. Note that this bandwidth
is achieved by decreasingthe lower band limit rather than
by increasing the upper band limit, which is the more commonly encountered technique.
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Analog Slgnal Processlng
Processing codes that require more channel bandwidth
than MFM make signal processing more difficult.
Early schemes require signal amplification followed by
a differentiator (d/dt) circuit. The output of the differentiator circuit is then input to a comparator whose reference
input is at ground potential. The comparator output is a
digital waveform whose edgescoincide with the flux reversals applied by the rotating disc to the read head. Fig. 1
illustrates how the waveforms look at different stages,and
the block diagram for this configuration. Note the simplicity of this scheme.
In the 7933/35product the waveforms look a bit different.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the system and Fig. 3 shows
typical waveforms in the electronics. For VLFM encoding
the pulses are spaced twice as far apart as for MFM, worst
case.Since the head voltage waveform attempts to approx_
imate the derivative of the flux, the system readback
waveform settles to the zero baseline (almost) between
some pulses when they are spaced far apart.
Differentiating this waveform would result in the deriva_
tive's settling to near zero between pulses. Add a little
noise to the system and a false zero crossing is easily gen_
erated. This results in a data error, something not easily
*Vcc

Flg. 5. Schematic diagram of the full-wave circuit shown n
Fig. 2. Q 1 and Q2 are a matched pair of 500-MHz transi stors.

o
o
-zU#
Frequency:

Data Pattern:

3.7513.75

44lU

44tOO

44t82

$tFF

Pattern Boundary

Flg.6. Patternphasesensrtrvlty
wasmeasuredby writingatl
sectors with 32 bytesof data pattern 44 alternatingwith 32
bytesof anotherdata pattern,thenmeasuringthe offsetof
thepatternboundaryin the read waveform.
tolerated in the disc business.We neededto design a system
that could tolerate this condition without geneiatin! fabe
zero crossings in these shouldering regions.
Fig. 2 illustrates the approach. The read signal is first
full-wave rectified. An active circuit using two Hp Schottky
diodes and a differential pair of transistors is used for this
purpose. The speed of the circuit is important; so is
minimizing the dead zone at crossover.
After low-pass filtering, the full-wave-rectified signal is
differentiated. This causesall negative-goingtransitions to
track valid flux reversalsand all positive-goingtransitions to
track approximate midpoints between flux reversals.This
scheme generates waveforms approaching our require_
ment, except that the midpoint between pulses may have
a slope that approaches zero. A small noise pulse will
almost certainly generate a false zero crossing in the differentiated signal.
It was necessaryto provide somenoise immunity in these
regions between pulses. We use a level comparator set
about 15% above the lowest level of the full-wave signal.
Any signal above the qualification threshold gets gated
through, and any signal below the threshold is ignored.
We will explain this gating circuit in detail, shortly.
Triggering a negative-edge-triggeredone-shot from the
resultant output of the level qualifier results in a pulse
train whose leading edges are timed synchronously with
the read pulses coming from the head. Small noise pulses
between data pulses are ignored. Error rates less than one
part in 1011have been obtained using this scheme.
lcvel Qualifier
The circuit that gates out noise pulses during waveform
shouldering periods bears a bit more explanation. Basically, the circuit is made up of a dual comparator circuit.
Each comparator within the circuit has a track-and-hold
line. In one state the output of the comparator follows the
polarity of the inputs as any comparator would, but in the
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second state the comparator holds the last output state'
This feature is used to implement a pulse qualifying circuit'
It works in the following way (seeFig. 4).
The full-wave-rectified waveform is input to the positive
input pin of comparator A. When the signal is greaterthan
the reietence, comparator B is allowed to follow the differentiator output polarity. When the full-wave signal is
less than the reference, comparator B is latched in its previous state,effectively gating out any noise pulses that may
occur during the shouldering period.
The full-wave circuit is shown in Fig. 5. The two input
transistors form a buffer stageso that clamping at the input
capacitors is minimized. Bias diodes are included to compensate the circuit thermally, thus minimizing dc drift.
Sincethe circuit is basicallya differential switch, the Schottky
diodes are switched without the dc crossover problems
that normally plague such circuits. Some sigrral compression occurs around the zero baseline, but this is generally
tolerable because pulses are not qualified by level when
the signal level is in this region.
Clock Recovery Techniques
This section deals with synchronizing and decoding the
serial pulse streams delivered by the analog processor in
the read path. The task is more complex than it might seem
since we would like to use a slmchronous state machine
to decode the encoded bit streams. The task requires a
clock. The reliability of the clock recovery electronics must
be good enough to deliver an error rate less than one part
in 1011,like the rest of the electronics.
It might seem that recovery of the timing information
depends solely on the quality of the phase-Iocked loop
circuitry. Although this is almost true, we found that even
after we had constructed an adequate phase-locked loop,
our error rate was not as good as we needed. A little further

for
Fig.z. rhis filtercompensates
the pattern Phase sensltivrtY
shownin Fig.6 and imqrovesthe
driveerrorrate by overtwoorclers
of magnitude.

investigation revealed that the timing information coming
off the disc was dependent upon the data pattern. We
proved that this effect was independent of the phase-Iocked
loop by the following test.
First, we used a data generator to generatethe patterns
that were troublesome. When we locked the phase-locked
loop to these patterns the loop had no trouble recovering
them. This indicated that the trouble was either in the
recorded patterns on the disc or in the analog processing
electronics.
The phase nonlinearities in the system were found to be
causedby:
1. The electrical resonance of the data heads
2. Nonlinearities in the write process
3. The phase/frequencycharacteristic of the read amplifier
chain.
It was felt that even though we could minimize these
effects to some extent, we would still need to compensate
for some of the phase nonlinearities. Since effects 1 and 3
were controlled by component specifications, and since
these two effects were the major contributors to phase nonlinearities, we felt that a filter would provide enough
correction.
Our biggest difficulty was to measure the delay characteristic of the channel. Becausethe channel includes the
write process,the magrreticmedia, and the head, we could
not simply use a network analyzer to measurethe transfer
function. Our approach was to vary the pattern repetition
rate and measurethe step offset in the phasedetector output
of the phase-lockedloop.
Fig. 6 shows the results of the test' The high-repetitionrate pattern (44 hexadecimal at 3.75 MHz) was chosen as
a reference. All sectors were written with 32 bytes of the
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FrequencY
Fig.9. Overalt frequency response with the filter of Fig T in
the read path.

reference pattern alternated with 32 bytes of the pattern
under test. All patterns chosen had 50% duty cycle. The
phase step was measured for each case and plotted as in
Fig. 6.
This led us to design a filter with a group delay characteristic compensating the pattern phase sensitivity shown
in Fig. 6. The filter network is shown in Fig. 7 and has the
calculated response shown in Fig. 8. When measured as
part of the read path electronics, the characteristics are as
shown in Fig. 9. Note the deviation from the filter's own
characteristics below 1 MHz. This is largely caused by the
ac coupling capacitors between amplifier stages.The filter
improves the error rate by over two orders of magnitude.
Fig. 10 shows a distribution of soft error rate for the product
in the early days of production. 181 units were sampled
[2,353 head and media combinations), showing that the
averageerror rate was about B x 10-11. With error correction we would expect over an order of magnitude improvement, or an averageerror rate for the user lessthan B x 1,O-72.
The clock recovery phase-locked loop is shown in Fig.
11a. The one-shot pulse width is set to single-window
width. This means that a ..101010.. code pattern (44
hexadecimal data pattern) will generatea square wave out
of the one-shot. One window is therefore the minimum
distancebetween pulses.
Below the block diagram, a state machine is shown for
the phase detector (Fig. 11b). The waveforms to the right
are for a locked condition. To put things in perspective,
the pulse width out of the one-shotis 66.7 nanoseconds.
Signals P1 and P2 are the sampled outputs of the phase
detector. If the one-shot data is either early or late, the P1
and P2 pulse widths are altered. For instance, if the oneshot data is late, the P1 pulse width is longer and P2 is
shorter. The opposite is true if the one-shot data is early.
Notice also that one-shot data cannot be later than sync
data becauseof the I-K state machine. This phase detector
will not operate with more than a -r-gO-degreephase ambiguity. Only a very small unstable region exists, because
of logic propagation delays. If no pulse occurs during any
cycle of the divide-by-two VCO clock, no sample output
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Fig. 10. Distribution
of soft error rate for earlyproduction
7933135
DiscDriveswithouterrorcorrection.Errorcorrection
improvesthe errorrateby anotherorderof magnitude.
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____l I Data)

--I1--g+2 Clock

---J-br-

(b)
Fig. 11. (a) Clock recoveryphase-locked
loop. (b) Phase
comparatorstate machine and waveformsfor a locked
condition.
is generated.This phasecomparator will not sample during
an absenceof data pulses. It operatesmuch like a sampleand-hold, with the loop integrator performing the hold operation.
This phase-locked loop can remain locked to a string of
pseudorandompulses,evenly clocked.The phasedetector
sample rate is determined by the data pattern since no
phase comparator output is generated when there are no
pulses. The maximum loop bandwidth is realized when a
...1010101..field is presentedto the phase detectorinput.
For this reason the beginning of each sector is written with
about 16 microseconds of this pattern to assure proper
phase coherence of the system to the sector's data field.
The loop bandwidth is set so that 90% settling occurs in
about eight microseconds.
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andGorrection
DiscDriveErrorDetection
UsingVLSI
by Peter M. Galen
DISC DRIVE is subject to errors when reading data
I
f I from the disc. The errors can be induced by random
Fnoise.
correlatednoise, media defects,mechanical
nonlinearities, and other causes.The purpose of error correction is to improve the integrity and recoverability of
data.
There are two elements to error correction. The first is
the detection of errors and the second is the correction of
the erroneous data. Placing error correction entirely within
the disc drive eliminates the need for delay in the case of
most errors and thereby improves the systemperformance.
Error Correctlon
Errors in disc drives are best described as bursty. This
means that errors tend to occur in groups. This fact led to
the choice of a burst-correcting code, called a Fire code,1
for the 7999135.The characteristic pollmomial of this code
is

correction information is again divided modulo the chosen
polynomial. If the remainder, or syndrome, is zero, the
data is correct. If the syndrome is not zero, then an error
has occurred. There are two error types: correctable and
uncorrectable. Correctableeilors are errors 12 bits in length
or less, while uncorrectable errors are greater than 12 bits
long. For a correctable error the syndrome contains in-formation about the error pattern and the error location.
Error Detection
Error detection is critical to ensuring the integrity of
customer data. The Fire code chosencan detect most uncorrectable errors. There is a chance that an uncorrectable
error will be mistakenly found to be correctableand correction attempted. To prevent this, a 16-bit CRC(cyclic redundancy check) is used. This is appended to the data on a
write before encoding and is used for error detection after
error correction has occurred. This decreasesthe probabil-

(X23+ t)(X12+X1o+xs +X7 +X6 + X4+ 1)
This code allows the correction of a single 12-bit burst in
a sector on the disc {2147bits).
The first step in the error correction process occurs during a write of data to the disc. As the data is written a
division modulo the above polynomial occurs. At the end
of the data stream the remainder is appended to the data
and written on the disc. 35 bits are added in this encoding
process.
During a read the data stream with the appended error

Flg. 1. Circuitfor error correctionusing a Fire code.
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Fig.2. ln the 7933/35 Disc Drives,two linear feedback shift
reglsters are used so that the syndrome for one sector can
be generatedwhile the preceding sectoris betng corrected.

Fig. 3. fhe same linear feedback shift reglsters are used for
both encoding and decoding. ln encoding data, having redundant encoders helps prevent the writing of bad data because of an encoder hardware fault.
ity of undetected errors to less than one occurrence in 101s
bits transferred.

Real-TimeCorrection
Correction can be accomplished by several methods
using a Fire code. The method chosen is outlined in Fig.
1. The syndrome is contained within a 35-bit linear feedback shift register (LFSR).The data stream is contained in
a 2L47-bft buffer. Each shift of the LFSR moves the beginning of the error one bit in the data stream. The error mask
is found when only the last 12 bits of the LFSRare nonzero.
This enablesthe data from the buffer to be clocked out on
a one-for-one basis with clocking of the LFSR. When the
error mask is found, switch 51 is closed and the mask is
EXCLUSIVE-ORed
with the data, thereby correcting it.
To allow generation of the syndrome for one sectorwhile
the previous sector is being corrected,two LFSRs are required. Fig. 2 shows how these registersare configured.
This allows correction of enors in consecutivesectorswithout inducing additional delay.

IC fabricatedusing HP's SOS(silicon on sapphire)process.
The design contains approximately 31,000active devices.
The IC is designedto be compatiblewith severaldisc drives
and is currently in use in the 7911,7972,79L4,7933,and
7935Drives.
SOS was chosen for two reasons;these were the need
for a fairly denseprocessand the speedrequirements.This
chip can accept data at a rate greaterthan 11 MHz. SOSis
a CMOS process,but the substrateused is sapphireinstead
of the more traditional silicon.
Designing Testability Into the lC
Testing a VLSI chip can be difficult. One designgoal for
the 7933/35project was that a drive be able to test itself
functionally and detect and locate failing assemblies.To
achieve this goal, the error correction chip was designed
so that any input to it can be driven from a microprocessoraccessibleregister.All output lines can be readfrom microprocessor-accessible
registerson the chip. This concept is
shown in Fig. 4. This method will not find speed-related
problems,but can find most other failure types.
Acknowledgment
Credit for the CMOS design belongsto Bob Ko.
Reference
1. P.Fire,"A Classof Multiple-Error-Correcting
Codesfor Non-IndependentErrors,"SylvaniaReconnaissance
SystemsLaboratory
ReportRSL-E-2,
1959.

Fault Detection on Writes
An added advantageof the use of two LFSRsis their use
in redundant encoding. The LFSR used for encoding is
nearly identical to the one used for syndrome generation
and correction. This allows the same LFSR to be used for
both operations. Fig. 3 shows the configuration used to
detect hardware failures in the encoder. This helps prevent
a customer from storing bad data without knowing it.
VLSI lmplementation
The error correction function was integrated into a 28-pin

Fig. 4. VLS/ error correction chip
is designed so that any input can
ha
eol
hr/
tha
r-.,re
lrh
,..mtcroprocessor and any output can be
read by the microprocessor for
testing the error correction circuitry.
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HeadPositioningin a LargeDisc Drive
by R. FrankBell, Eric W. Johnson,R. Keith Whitaker,and RogerV. Wilcox
I{E HEAD POSITIONING SYSTEM in the IIP 7e33/
35 Disc Drives has two major purposes. The system
controls the position of the data heads to follow the
data tracks within approximately one tenth of the track
width. It also moves the headsfrom one cylinder to another
in a minimum amount of time.
The high track density of the 7933/35 (625 tpi) requires
a new approach to data head alignment techniques. To
minimize the effects of thermal drifts and other low-frequency changes, the drive automatically aligns the data
heads to prewritten alignment tracks existing on every data
pack. The implementation of automatic head aligrrment in
the drive requires special electronics and interaction with
the drive microprocessor.
The large capacity of the 7933/35 was achieved in part
by having 13 data surfaces on seven discs. Including the
sewo head, there are 14 heads. The resulting high mass
requires high power levels to move the heads rapidly from
track to track at performance levels similar to previous HP
disc drives (7920125).This requires a special desip for the
actuator amplifier, and a linear actuator capable of moving
this large mass at high accelerations.
The head-carriageassembly in the 7933135is controlled
by the microprocessor and dedicated electronics. The dedicated electronics provide the necessaryspeed and a relatively simple and reliable compensation technique for the
positioning system.
Head Positioning Control Systems
Two separate control systems are used to control the
position of the heads. The linear position control system,
or fine position servo, keeps the servo head at the center
of the servo track, and is used when reading and writing
data. A nonlinear position control system is used when
the heads are moved from one track to another (a seek)'
This nonlinear system is designed to move the heads relatively long distances(0.0016inch for a single-trackseek,
and 2.1 inches for the longestseek)in the shortestpossible
time.
The fine position servo system is designed to keep the
servo head as close as possible to the center of the servo
track. In addition, the servo head must quickly settle on
track at the end of a seek.For the 7933135the specific goals
were to have a servo head tracking error of less than 75

microinches and a settling time of 2.5 milliseconds.
The largest part of the tracking error comes from the
radial motion of the disc pack. The disc pack spins at 45
Hz (2694 rimin), and the design of the spindle keeps the
once-around runout component of the disc motion within
300 microinches.This component needsto be reduced by
at least a factor of 10 to keep the servo head tracking error
within the desired limits. This implies that the open-loop
servo gain should be approximately 20 dB at the oncearound frequency of 45 Hz.
The presence of nonlinearities requires the system to
have a higher gain to ensure that the runout is reduced.
Some of the nonlinearities include deadband in the power
amplifier and the static friction of the head assembly carriage bearings. An open-loop gain of 30 dB overcomesthe
effect of these nonlinearities and still reduces the 45-Hz
component by at least a factor of 10.
To achieve fast settling times, the bandwidth of the fine
position system needs to be as wide as possible and the
transient responsemust be good. The bandwidth is limited
by the presenceof a mechanical resonanceat 3400 Hz. The
compensation technique that is used includes a leadAag
network and a low-pass filter (seeFig. 1). The final phase
margin is 35 degrees and the open-loop 0-dB crossover
frequency is 500 Hz. The low-pass filter controls the magnitude and phase of the resonance so that stability is not
a problem.
A block diagram of the system used to control seeksis
shown in Fig. 2. This nonlinear position control loop is
used to optimize the time for long moves. The move lengths
are always known ahead of the seek.
The first summing junction shown in Fig. 2 is a digital
counter, which keeps count of the present distance error
(number of tracks remaining to the target).This error signal
is fed to a nonlinear velocity profile generator, which
supplies the input to the velocity control loop. The position
signal is fed back to the digital counter, which is decremented by 1 for every track crossing.
The nonlinear velocity profile generator contains a programmable read-only memory (PROM) and a companding
digital-to-analog converter (C-DAC).Using a PROM allows
any function to be programmed for the velocity profile.
The companding DAC has awide dynamic range.It requires
only seven input bits to achieve an output ratio of 150:1

Flg. 1. 7933135Disc Drive position control loop block diagram.
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with 6% accuracy for signals near 0 volts. A linear DAC
with a similar output ratio and low-end accuracy would
require 11 bits.
The velocity profiles stored in the PROM are designed
to provide the maximum possible current to the actuator,
within the limits of the available supply voltage and the
current rating of the amplifier. During the acceleration portion of a seek,the large distance error createsa large input
to the velocity loop. The high gain of the velocity loop
causesthe power amplifier to saturateuntil the head velocity equals the command velocity. This accelerating current
level is limited by the power supply voltage, the actuator
coil resistance,and the back EMF of the actuator. Once the
head velocity equals the command velocity, the heads start
to decelerate.The decelerationvelocity profile is designed
to provide the maximum current possible for the given
supply voltage, actuator coil resistance,back EMF, and
power amplifier characteristics. Fig. 3 shows the basic
shapes of the current and velocity waveforms during a
track-to-track seek.
When the actuator heats up, the actuator coil resistance
and back EMF constant change. A profile that works for a
cool actuator would cause the power amplifier to saturate
as the actuator heated up. To provide optimal seek times
over a range of coil temperatures, four different profiles
are stored in the PROM, eachone designedto give optimum
performance over a given range of actuator temperatures.
At the start of each seek, the actuator coil temperature is
checked by the microprocessor,which then selects the
proper profile for that temperature.
This system gives seek time performance of 5 ms for
single-track seeks,24 ms for the averagerandom seek, and
42 ms for the longest seek.
Actuator Driver Amplifier
One of the primary goals in the design of the 7933/35
Disc Drives was to keep the seek time as short as possible.
As shown in Table I, the mechanical power required to
move a fixed massa fixed distance is inversely proportional
to the third power of time, and the electrical power required
is inversely proportional to the fourth power of time. A
small reduction in seek time therefore requires a large increasein drive power. In the 7933, which has a moving
mass of nearly 1.7 lb (0.765kg) and a maximum seek distance of 2.1 inches, a nominal averageseek (motion only,
without overhead) takes 19.5 milliseconds, and a maximum-distance seekunder nominal conditions takes 35 milliseconds. The power required to achieve this performance
reachespeaksof 1000 watts, and the maximum acceleration
is approximately 900 fltlsls (28 times gravitational acceleration). On the other hand, when the drive is maintaining
head position under servo control, the power requirements

Velocity Protile
Generator

Acceleration

Deceleration

Time+
Fig.3.

Current and velocity during a seek.

Table I
Seek Power Derivation
Mechanical Power:
Pv: MechanicalPower
x: Distance
t: Time
a: Acceleration
v: Velocity
f :Force
m:MovingMass
x:lzatz
2x
a--lz2mx
.
I:ma:-?x
t
2mxz
rM:rv:-15Electrical Power:
Kr : MotorForce Constant
R: Electrical Resistanceof Motor
I: Current through Motor
Ps: ElectricalPower
f :ma:Kr.I
, ma
r:K:

2mx
KFtt

P":fn:ffi

Velocity Control
Loop

Fig.2. 7933135seek control system.
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are on the order of 0.025 watts. A conventional linear
amplifier can accommodate the required dynamic range,
but is inefficient unless it is operating at low output currents or high output voltages compared to its design limits.
A switching amplifier is efficient, but is impractical over
the required dynamic range.
The 7933/35actuatordriver amplifier successfullycombines the dynamic range of the linear amplifier with the
efficiency of the switching amplifier. This was done by
designing a dual-mode circuit that operates as a linear
amplifier when the required output is small and as a switching amplifier at higher outputs. Although this is simple in
concept, the design requirements of the two amplifier types
often conflict. The most obvious conflict is the wide
bandwidth required by an efficient switching amplifier and
the relatively narrow bandwidth required to compensate
the feedback loop in a multistage linear amplifier.
A simplified block diagram of the power amplifier is
shown in Fig. 4. The output stageis a differential or bridge
type, which is driven by one of two input stagesdepending
on which mode [linear or switching) is selected' The mode
selection is automatic and is determined by the amplitude
of the input signal. Overall feedback is provided in the
form of a voltage proportional to load current. This makes
the circuit operate as a transconductanceamplifier, that is,
the output is a current in response to a voltage input. The
linear mode input stage is a standard differential operational amplifier circuit in which the feedback signal is
comparedto the input signal.The linear loop compensation
is also included here. A similar differential circuit is used
in the switching mode input stage,but the gain and compensation are different. A pulse width modulator is included to convert the analog error signal (difference between actual and desired output) to a constant-amplitude
pulse width modulated signal. The average value of the
pulse width modulated signal is proportional to the switching mode error signal and the pulses may be of either polarity depending on the polarity of the error signal. The
amplitude of the pulses is controlled and the power stage
is designed so that only the output transistors saturate.
This avoids latch-up and saturation recovery problems,
which can occur if the earlier stagessaturate. Also, since
the compensation is placed in the first stage where the
signal is still linear, the driver and output stagescan be
designed with very wide bandwidth for fast switching

times. Notice that the linear mode compensation is independent of the switching mode compensation, allowing
the two loops to be compensated separately.Mode control
is accomplished by a pair of analog voltage comparators
connected as a window detector.
Whenever the input signal exceedsa preset threshold of
either polarity, the mode conhol circuit disconnects the
linear input stageand connects the pulse width modulator
to the power driver. A fast-acting electronic switch is used
to achieve the desired switching time.
The power output stageis a pair of fully complementary
linear power amplifiers which are driven differentially'
Local feedback is used to control the stagegain and ensure
stability. Complementary Darlington transistors are used
for the predriver and output sections of the stageto achieve
the required gain with a minimum number of parts' The
overall feedback signal representing the load current is
obtained from the voltage across a small current sensing
resistor in series with the linear motor. Since this resistor
floats with respect to ground, a differential amplifier is
required to convert the feedback signal to a voltage referenced to circuit ground.
Track Follower
The basis for track-to-track seekingand on-track servoing
in HP drives is sensing track position by monitoring magnetically recorded servo information. The circuitry that
gives the track position information is called the track follower.
A single surface in the center of the multidisc pack is
dedicated to track position information. The information
recorded is called servo code. The servo surface is composed of servo bands written in concentric circles across
the surface of the disc. The servo bands alternate between
A and B bands. Data track centers occur when the servo
head is positioned over equal portions of A and B tracks.
As the servo head moves off track center. it encounters
more of one and less of the other, producing a positive or
negative signal corresponding to the direction of motion.
Using this position error signal, the servo system adjusts
the position back to track center.
The servo code is marked at intervals with sector timing
information. The track follower circuit decodesthese timing marks and provides start-of-sector information to the
read/write and drive control circuitrv.
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Amplitier
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Current
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Fig.4. Actuatordriver amplifier block diagram.
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Servo Gode Format
As mentioned above, the servo surface consists of alternating bands of A and B servo information. Fig. b describes
the format of the servo code. Each field consists of pairs
of closely-spaced magnetic transitions. The electrical responseto each pair of closely spacedtransitions is called
a di-bit.
The A and B bands of servo information are similar,
differing only in the position in time of the closely spaced
transition pairs. The electrical response of a head
positioned over equal portions of A and B bands is a series
of di-bits. Di-bits from the A band alternate with those from
the B band.
The sector timing marks are sequencesof extra di-bits
that are placed between the A and B servo di-bits. They
contribute nothing to the position sensing system, but are
detected as a sequenceto generatesector timing information. The timing information is also used to identify the A
and B di-bit information.
Circuit Functional Description
Fig. 6 is a block diagram of the track follower. The servo
head signal is amplified by the AGC amplifier chain. The
resulting signalis fed to the phase-lockedloop, the position
discriminator, and the level detecting circuitry. The phaselocked loop locks to the servo code waveform and produces
timing signals that are used by the amplitude detectors,
sector counters,and position discriminator. The position
discriminator usesthe incoming servo code and the phaselocked timing reference to demodulate the A and B
amplitudes. The A and B amplitudes are subtracted in a
differential amplifier to produce the position error signal.
The amplitude detection circuit usesphase-lockedgating
signals to detect the sector timing sequencesencoded in
the A and B bands. The detector outputs are used to synchronize the sector counters and initialize the start-of-sector timing pulse.
The AGC reference is derived by summing the A and B
amplitudes. The resulting signal is fed to the AGC integrator. The integrated output is fed into the AGC amplifier
chain to keep the sum of A and B constant.
Di-Bit lntegrator
The preceding functional description holds for many HP
disc products.In the 7933/3s,the di-bit integratordeserves
special attention. Fig. 7 is a simplified schematic. Usually,
the di-bit amplitude is peak detected by A and B peak
detectors,which are carefully matched.The 7933/35uses
a dumped integrator followed by matched sample-and-hold
amplifiers to separatethe A and B channels. The process
of integration has superior noise immunity compared to
the processof peak detection, if properly implemented.
Our implementation, shown in Fig. 7, avoids the difficult
task of matching dual integrators by using the same integator to processboth A and B di-bits. After the integration
cycle, the integrator output is sampled by either the A
sample gate or the B sample gate. Then it is reset to zero
by the dump pulse to initialize it for the next integration
cycle. This implementation requires only careful matching
of the sample-and-hold circuits rather than matching integrator circuits.

Closely Spaced
Magnetic Transition
Pairs

Head Output for
Head Aligned with
A Band
Head Output for
Head Aligned with
B Band
Head Output for
Head Centered
overAandBBands

ffi

+
ffi

Flg. 5. Fomat of the seNo surtace,a surfacein the center
of the multidisc pack dedicated to track positioninformation.
The implementation consists of matched transistors Q1
and Qz, which are arrangedin a circuit similar to the Widlar
current source.l R1 biases Q1 with a very small collector
current. Becauseof the matched transistors, the quiescent
current in the collector of Q2 should be equal to that of
Q1..However, because of the presence of emitter resistor
R3 and base connecting resistor R2, the quiescent current
in Q2 is less than that in Q1.
R1 sets the collector current of Q2 to a level sufficiently
small that there is no significant voltage changein capacitor
C2 in the quiescent state. The inverted servo signal is accoupled through C1 to the base of Qz. The negative swing
of a servo di-bit pulls Q2 into full conduction. A bias voltage
very near to that of the di-bit is imposed acrossthe emitter
resistor. The emitter current set by resistor R3 is proportional to the di-bit voltage waveform and flows through Q2
into capacitor C2. The voltage level at C2 is proportional
to the integral of the di-bit waveform. The resulting circuit
operation produces a smooth and accurate position error
signal.
Automatic Head Alignment
Previous HP disc products have used a special electronic
tool and procedure to allow the HP Customer Engineers
who service the drives to adjust the alignment of the data
heads to the center of the data tracks. A special pack (CE
pack) is placed in the drive along with the electronic tool.
The electronic tool indicates the amount of adjustment
required to bring the head to track center. An alignment
procedure is performed if the head is out of specification.
This is an expensive and difficult process. First, each CE
pack must be very closely matched to other CE packs. Second, each CE must caryr a bulky and expensive CE pack
to the customer's site. Third, very tight control of electrical
and mechanical specifications is required to keep environmental factors such as temperature from causing large head
position shifts and data errors. Fourth, higher track densities cause these error effects to become so severe that a
higher-density drive could not be built if this traditional
alignment method had to be used.
The 7933/35 adapted the haditional approach to head
alignment by including the special electronic tool in each
drive and special referencetracks in every production pack.
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Supplied with special controller firmware, the drive is able
to correct errors up to !714 track. This adjustment range
allows the drive to operate at a significantly higher track
density without increasing mechanical tolerances.
Each read/write board includes a circuit that duplicates
the position sensing and sector timing circuits of the track
follower board. Autoalignment bands, which duplicate a
pair of servo bands, are included on each data surface.
Alignment bands are located at the outside, near the center,
and near the inside of each data surface. Periodically, the
drive controller requests the servo system to position the
data heads over an alignment band. When the alignment
circuitry is then enabled, the drive controller measuresthe
resulting position error signal from the selected data surface. A command is issued to the servo system to offset a
corresponding amount in the opposite direction. The process is repeated up to four times at each band or until the
error is small enough to be insignificant. This entire alignment process is repeated on each surface and at all three
bands. The offset value required to null the error is recorded
for each surface at all three bands. When any track on any
surface is then accessed,the offset values for the alignment
bands on either side are recalled and an offset is calculated
by interpolating between the two alignment values.
The autoalignment approach limits drive head alignment
errors to less than 3% of track width (50 pr.in)over widely
varying temperature conditions (10 to 40'C ambient).
Automatic Skew Gorrection
The autoalignment circuitry also contains adjustments
for correcting the circumferential alignment error of the
heads with respect to the servo head. In previous drives a
wide intersector gap was created to compensate for misaligned heads. The automatic skew correction circuit allows the intersector gap to be decreasedby 80%. Virtually
all the remaining gap is required for reasons other than
physical misalignment.
The autoskew measurementsare made at the same time
as the autoalignment measurements.The alignment bands
on each surface contain sector marks identical to the servo
surface. The difference in time between the sector marks
on each band and the servo surface is measured by the
skew correction circuit on the track follower board and
then stored by the drive controller along with the autoalignment information. Any required skew correction is computed in the same manner as the autoalignment correction
and fed back to the autoskew circuit, which can advance
or delay the sector timing information by the required
amount.

The correction capability of the circuit is t1l6 sector.
This greatly reduces the precision required for mounting
heads in the drive assembly.
Writing Servo Code for Automatic Head Alignment
The autoalignment functions require very accurate and
repeatable location of the alignment bands from band to
band on each data pack. In the caseof the 7935 data packs,
they also require good repeatability from pack to pack,
since the packs will be interchanged between different
drives. This means that each data pack must be produced
and formatted to an accuracy equal to that of a CE pack.
It is the job of the servo writer to format the servo surface
at the factory with position and timing information and to
write the head alignment bands on the data surfaces.The
alignment bands consist of servo information located in
three bands on eachof the data surfaces.Eachband contains
one track center per data surface, and each of these must
be accurately located above the corresponding track center
on the servo surface.
In a basic sense,the servo writer is very similar to a disc
drive. It must seek and position a carriage that holds all of
the data heads and it must read and write to all surfaces
on the data pack. bn fact, much of the servo writer electronics consists of modified 7933 boards. However, most
of the mechanics consists of specialized parts which provide the best possible system repeatability and freedom
from vibration. The major differences are that the servo
writer must position the data heads very accurately and
repeatably without servoing on a servo surface and it must
provide an external source of accurate circumJerential
timing.
The major technical challenges in designing the 7933/35
servo writer were:
r To provide accurate, repeatable positioning and circumferential timing
t To remove or compensatefor any thermal or mechanical
offsets and vibration
I To design an automated system for repeatability, accuracy, and data collection
I To overcome long thermal stabilization times and
achieve less than a 20-minute process time per pack
I To provide a means of calibrating and monitoring servo
writer performance on a day-to-day basis
I To be able to produce multiple servo writers with identical performance.
Circumferential timing is established by phase locking
to an optical encoder mounted on the spindle shaft. To
provide accurate positioning, we use an air-slide carriage
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Flg. 6. Sinplified track follower
block diagram.

bearing driven by a linear motor and a positioning system
based on the HP 5501A laser and optics. Position is measured by reflecting the laserbeam off a retroreflector' which
is placed just behind the head mounting point on the carriage. The laser information is then converted to track position information and fed into a normal disc drive servo
board and actuator amplifier electronics. The carriage can
be offset in quarter-wavelength (6.25 pin) increments over
its entire length of travel for fine adjustments or it can seek
a given number of tracks (1600 rr.in) for larger displacements. The initial position referenceis establishedby pulling the carriage back against its end-of-travel stops'
The accuracy with which the servo information can be
written is limited by the amount of vibration and thermal
and mechanical offsets in the system. The vibration problem was solved mechanically by using an air bearing spindle with an integrated optical encoder and by building the
servo writer on an air-shock-isolated table. Long-term thermal drifts caused by the environment were solved by
operating the servo writer in a temperature controlled room
(-{-0.5"C).The mechanical offsetsare removed in the calibration procedure.
It is important that this machine be automated to ensure
that the operations are performed and monitored exactly
the same way for each pack and to free the operator from
tedious machine adjustments,instrumentreading, and data
logging. Automation allowed us to develop format, verify,
and calibrate routines that iterate their procedures, adjusting the location of each alignment band until it is within
specification; this is done very rapidly. The servo writer
is a Z8O-basedsystemusing the 7933 processorboard.All
of the production programs and maintenance subroutines
are stored in EPROM within the servo writer and all of the
data results and servo writer calibration information are
sent to the production areadata basesystem via an RS-232C link. Using the processor-basedsystem allowed us to
incorporate many automatic checks on system calibration,
operating conditions, and data results which increase the
integrity and observability of the system.
The long periods of waiting for thermal stability normally
encountered in writing CE packswere minimized by paying
close attention to the format, verify, and calibrate routines
and to the amount of down time allowed for the servo
writer. While the heads are loaded on the discs, friction is
generated, and the heads and discs heat up and begin to
expand, although not all of them equally' The amount of
expansion depends upon the particular disc (middle, top'
or bottom), the location of the heads, the time spent there,
and their previous thermal history. Our problems were
largely overcome by designing the format, verify, and calibrate routines to locate the data heads over the same portions of the disc for the same amount of time and to limit
the amount of down time allowed between packs. In this
way, the machine is warmed up and achieves a state of
process equilibrium from which only short periods of time
are required to stabilize the position of the heads. If the
system is down for an extended period of time, warmup
(simulated verify) operations are performed until the system is again ready for use.
The servo writer uses a set of standard packs and corresponding correction factors to calibrate itself for daily op-
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eration. These packs have been carefully selected and
tested many times to determine the position inaccuracy
(correction factor) for each head and data band. The servo
writer measuresthe difference between where it thinks the
corrected position of the alignment band should be and
where it iterates to find it. This difference is saved in the
servo writer and becomesthe system calibration factor for
that head and alignment band. Then, for each pack that it
writes afterwards, it will offset its position by an amount
equal to the calibration factor, and thus each data pack is
written to look exactly like a standard pack.
The servo writer calibration factors are sent to the production data base system and can be monitored to determine the long-term stability of the servo writer and the
condition of the standards packs. There should be no sudden step changes in the values of the calibration factors,
so limits are set in the servo writer. If these limits are
exceeded, the system will report a calibration error, will
request service, and will not format any more packs.
The volume of packs required for the 7933/35 products
meant that several servo writers would be needed. To duplicate the servo writer and to prove that a single servo
writer could produce packs repeatably within tolerance, a
large amount of testing was done to determine the system
repeatability. Error components were identified and measured and an emor budget was drawn up. Each succeeding
servo writer is now required to go through a certification
testing program in which its accuracy and repeatability are
checked and verified before it is released to production.
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Mechanicaf
Designof a LargeDisc Drive
by JamesH. Smith
LTHOUGH THE HP 7s33l3s DISC DRIVEScan be
considered higher-performance replacements for
the earlier HP 7925 (see Table IJ, they bear little
resemblance mechanically to the older drive. A new
mechanical design approach was taken, with high-volume
manufacturing the goal, Many innovative concepts were
evolved, both for the drive and for the media module.
Becauseof the projected volumes for the Zg33l3s. we
were able to show that payback periods of three months
or shorter could be obtained by investing in parts tooling.
We therefore investigated high-volume parts tooling on the
front end of the project. We also looked at various ways
that we could combine the functions of various parts and
decreasethe overall parts count.
The approach that we finally decided upon is shown in
Fig. 1. This design is based on a molded cabinet with a
maximum amount of molded-in details and modularity of
design. There are four major assemblies or modules: the
actuator spindle base,the power supply, the card cage,and
the cabinet itself.
Cabinet Design
The cabinet is a two-part polycarbonate foam molded
design consisting of the cabinet or outer shell and the component mounting frame. The two units are bonded together
by an induction heating process, using a compounded
polycarbonate material (with metal flakes) as bonding material, to form one structural cabinet part. All of the cabinet
parts are molded using straight pulls to eliminate slides,
which would be costly and impractical becauseof the size
of the parts involved. Each of the molded cabinet parts
weighs approximately 32 pounds, making this the largest
molded cabinet of its kind in the computer industry. The
component mounting frame provides for mounting two of
the three subassemblies,the actuator spindle base and the
card cage. In addition, there are details for mounting the
filter, the prefilter, and ducting to direct cooling air to the
card cage and the power supply. The power supply is
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mounted in the cabinet portion of the assembly and is
accessiblethrough the rear of the cabinet.
The molded cabinet probably presented more problems
to the industrial designer than to the design engineers.To
obtain the advantagesof simple tooling and consequently
a straight pull from the mold, we had to add one degree
of draft to the cabinet sides. This was considered a poor
industrial design practice, but once models were made that
demonstrated the function of the parts as well as the draft,
it did not appearto be very important. When the advantages
of the design were weighed against the potential aesthetic
disadvantageof one degree of slope to the sides, the practicality of the design won out.

Tabte I
PerformanceComparlson
7933/35versus 7925
Storage
TPI
TrackWidth
RecordingSurfaces
AccessTime
MaximumOff-Track
Error
PeakForce to Seek
Acceleration
Deceleration
KineticEnergy
Required for an
AverageSeek

7925

7933t935

120MBytes
384
2600p.in
9
25 ms

404MBytes
625
1600pin
13
24ms

500 g.in

26Op,in

110.0Newtons
70.0Newtons

20g Newtons
175Newtons

0.5foules

1.5foules
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Flg. 1. Exploded view of the 7933135Disc Drives

Modularity
The modularity of the systemis made possible by separating the mechanical and electrical assemblies.We were able
to have a modular card cage by standardizing the printed
circuit board size. There are eight boards in the card cage
and all but one are the same size. The read/write board
was altered to make room for the preamp circuitry, but it
still fits within the card cage.The other boards-the track
follower, formatter/separator,DMA, microprocessor, servo,
actuator driver, and power regulator---aneall on standard
HP boards. The card cage is a die casting and its cover is
a die casting with a stamped and punched sheet-metal
insert. The card cage is completely tested as an assembly
before it is put into the cabinet.
The actuator spindle assembly is a die casting. In it are
mounted the spindle motor, linear motor, and actuator assembly. This assemblyis completely built and aligned and
checked out before it is installed. This is a maior mechan-

ical assembly of the drive and presentedthe most problems
during the design (seearticle, page 23).
The power supply is built on a die-castbaseand is also
completely assembledand tested before assembly.
7935 versus 7925
Comparing the total number of cast,molded, sheet-metal,
and machined parts for the 7935 versus the 7925 shows
that the mechanical parts have been reduced by 26% from
509 parts to 376 parts. The sheet-metalparts count is 59%
lower and the machined parts count shows a reduction of
421o.For molded and cast parts, the amount of tooling has
increased by 737o/o,ftom 72 parts for the 7925 to 171 for
the 7935.
The assemblyarearequired for the 7935 is about 50% of
that required for the 7925. The reasons for this are the
modularity of the design, the fact that the drive cabinet
itself is the workstation. and the new material flow con-
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cepts, which dictate that a minimum amount of material
should be in the assembly area at any time. By having
completed and tested modules that can be dropped into
the cabinet, the costly build stands that are required for
the 7925are eliminated. These standswere not only expensive, but took up valuable space.
Becauseall of the modules are tested at the subassembly
level and all of the mechanical components are tested before assembly, the 7935 was able to go to a 24-hour test
cycle which includes burn-in. The 7925 requires a 48-hour
burn-in before testing, becausethe 7925 components cannot be tested at the subassembly level; consequently, it is
necessaryto wait until they are all assembledbefore they
can be bumed in and tested. This has allowed the 7935 to
use a five-step final build and test operation instead of the
eight-step operation of the 7925. The 7925 goes from toplevel build to initial turn-on to bum-in to put-up to diagnostic testing to button-up, integration, and final test. The 7935
combines the initial turn-on, burn-in, and put-up stepsinto
one step and does not do the integration. This reduction
in steps has not only reduced assembly labor but floor
spaceas well.
The manner in which the 7935 is built and tested compared to the 7925 is probably a good proof for the statement
made by W. Edwards Deming, "The later you wait in a
process to test, the more it costs you and the harder it is
to find a problem."
The 7935 was able to build up to mature production in
about four months versus twelve for the7925. The quantity
at mature production is about 50% higher than for the 7925.
Part of the reason for this is that mechanical parts do not
restrict production. 171 parts are tooled for high-volume
production. All of these were tested at the production prototype and pilot-run stages.Once production had started,
vendors were able to supply very large quantities of parts
in very short times. The materials engineerswere involved
very early in the design stagesof the project and were able
to design in the material flow from the vendors along with
the parts and tooling design. There was a very large commitment early in the project to high-volume production in
a very short period of time. Critical purchased parts were
negotiated with the vendors long before the releaseof the
project. The material flow of the critical path was worked
out well in advance.
Media Module
A major design feature of the 7935 Disc Drive is the
media module.
Handling and cleanliness of disc media has always been
approached with a certain fear and mystique. Media damage and subsequent loss of data are usually blamed on
contamination and/or handling-induced defects.Typically,
drive manufacturers have used existing media cartridge
and pack designs for their drives. When we investigated
these existing designs, we found that they did not satisfy
our designrequirements. Through the investigation of these
designs and extensive testing we were able to come up
with a design that minimizes the effects of contamination
and handling, the two major factors in media longevity.
The media module consists of seven 14-inch oxidecoated discs assembledonto a hub, which contains a pre-
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cision-ground armature plate at the base. This armature
plate completes the magnetic circuit createdby a magnetic
ring mounted to the spindle hub. When the module is
inserted into the spindle, this circuit securesthe disc stack
to the spindle with a clamping force of approximately 45
lb. The disc assemblyis located on the precision-ground
nose of the spindle in the radial direction by a threepronged flexure which is part of the disc hub assembly.
This arrangementallows the pack to be removed from and
put back onto the spindle with a repeatability of eight
microinches. The handle assembly acts as a cam
mechanism; when lifted, it separatesthe hub from the spindle, allowing for pack removal.
The pack assembly is contained in a two-piece polycarbonate injection-molded case.Upon insertion into the pack
chamber and onto the spindle hub, the pack is rotated to
open the sliding door, which allows head accessand a flow
of clean filtered air onto the discs. Thus the door to the
discs is only opened in the clean environment of the pack
chamber to minimize the effects of contamination. In addition, a purge and cleaning cycle is used before data is
written onto or retrieved from the media.
Specifications call for the module to maintain protection
after a 30g impact with a 12-ms duration. Typically, the
module will withstand ZSgand still provide protection for
the media.
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CORRECTION
In the Novembe|1983 issue, the two captions at the bottom oI the box on page 8
are reversed.The line chart is on the rioht. The slide is on the left.

High-CapacityDisc Drive
Design
Servomechanism
by StephenA. Edwards
HE ACTUATOR SPINDLE BASE ASSEMBLY (ASB)
was the major mechanical design project for the
7933135Disc Drives. Two of the fundamental design
considerations for the ASB were modularity and primary
functionality. In the past, HP products have tended to use
the ASB as part of the structural cabinetry, thus subjecting
critical components to external stresses and vibrations
which could adversely affect their rigidity and precision
alignment. By defining the cabineUASB interface early in
the 7933/35 project, we were able to separate all the
mechanically critical components, specifically the spindle,
linear actuator, carriage/rail systems, and the base which
supports them, from structural constraints and concentrate
on the complicated servo performance issues.By eliminating many of the smaller extraneoussubassembliesfrom the
main base, several potentially annoying vibrational modes
were avoided. As an added benefit, a single high-precision
assembly emerged which requires fewer tools and less assembly space and is fairly simple to monitor and troubleshoot. Subassembliesare pretested before reaching the
final assembly station, resulting in higher yields.
Fig. 1 shows the components of the actuator and base.
Spindle
The spindle assemblyconsists of a precision shaft ground
on centers, supported by two ABEC-7 class ball bearings,
and an internal preload spring all encasedin a steel permanent mold casting. Extremely tight runout requirements
dictate stringent quality control at all phases of manufacture and assembly.Final grinding is done in-house, on the
spindle's own bearings, to obtain total runouts less than
50 pin peak to peak with nonrepeatablecomponents representing less than 15 pin p-p of the total.
The driving torque is supplied by an integral dc motor
with a latching Hall-effect sensor used for shaft position
and velocity feedback to the spindle driver electronics.
Rotational speed of 2694 r/min is allowed to vary only
+o.5o/obecauseof the extremely narrow bandwidth of the
read/write phase-locked loop.
Linear Actuator
To supply the necessaryradial accesscapability, a linear
motor actuator system is employed. The linear motor housing is a 1010-steelshell mold castingcontainingfour 76-degree sections of Mz grade ceramic magnets, radially magnetized to achieve a gap flux density oI zzo| gauss. The
armature is a three-piece bonded assemblywith a 200-turn
rectangular aluminum wire coil, developing a nominal
force constant of 12.4 newtons/amperethroughout the 54.8mm stroke.
It is critical to the proper operation of the drive to estab-

lish and maintain a single degree of freedom for the head
stack (i.e., radial to the disc center). Radial location is decoded by the dedicated servo head in the center of the
seven-platter disc stack. The remaining thirteen heads are
used for data manipulation based on the perceived servo
head location. Sectortiming information is also determined
through the servo code. Any nonrepeatablemotion of data
relative to the servo heads results in misplaced data with
respect to the anticipated cylinder and/or sector. This misplaced data, upon subsequent readback, results in unpredictable and typically uncorrectable errors.
The dynamic components of the actuator consist of the
armature, the caniage assembly,the tach rod, and fourteen
magnetic read/write heads. The maximum acceleration
seen by the nominal 765 grams of the carriage system's
moving mass is 28g.
Structural support for the carriage system relies upon
three precision dual-row miniature ball bearings, preloaded between two tungsten carbide gauge rods. On the
outer surface of the bearings is ground a gothic arch
which,when mated with the rod, createstwo-point contact.
This suspension system results in compact single-degreeof-freedom motion as long as bearing/rail contact is maintained. Attached to the carriage and suspended inside a
coil of 44 AWG wire are the tach rod and magnet which
supply velocity feedback (nominally 2Ylmls) to the servo
system during long seeksand head loading.
By removing the heads from the disc chamber, it is possible to remove the media in a module that is both easyto
handle and inexpensive. Becauseof the nature of the head/
oxide media interface, it is necessaryto load and unload
the heads from the media while the discs are spinning.
This is achieved by means of a head ramp and separation
device called a cam tower.
Base
The base supports the linear actuator assembly and the
spindle assembly. Initially, the base was envisioned as
being an infinitely stiff beam which would support and
maintain the two assembliesin their required orientation.
Soon after the first unit was assembled and seek testing
began, we found how wrong this assumption was. As
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the open-loop servo transfer function indicated a phase margin of approximately eight degreesat the gain crossoverfrequency of gsg Hz. Fairly minor
mechanical variations can degradethis margin, resulting in
an unstable condition. After severaliterations of beam models and prototypes, it became apparent that a 16-in
dumbbell with 30 lb on one end and a 35lb random moment generator on the other was a very uncooperative device. The moment generated by the linear motor, when
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Fig. 2. 7933135servomechanism
open-loop transfer function without shock mount. OpenJooq gain
crossover ls at approximately353
Hz, and the gain drops sharPIY
there.

coupled to the base, drove a 4OO-Hzbending mode of the
baseassembly.This was so close to the crossoverfrequency
that there was no servo gain to correct for position errors
(seeFig. 2). The only solution seemedto be to decouple
the source of random energy input from the rest of the
system. What we needed was a thermally and dimensionally stable composite that would absorb vibrational energy
at a low frequency (approximately 60 Hz), where the servo
system has 20 dB of gain to correct for position errors.
The result of these findings is a shock mount. This is a
vulcanized sandwich of two aluminum plates with a spe-
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cially formulated butyl rubber between them. Its effect is
to reduce the moments applied to the end of the base by
the reactive load on the actuator causedby accelerating1.7
lb at 2Bg. The change in servo performance is illustrated
by the open-loop transfer functions in Figs. 4 and 5. The
phase and gain drops at crossover have been eliminated
and the effective crossover frequency has increased to approximately 4BBHz. Design tradeoffs involved larger assembly tolerances, seek-length-dependent servo performance caused by relative velocity between the velocity
transducer and the base, and the requirement to maintain
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Fig. 3. 7933/35 servomechanism
openloop transfer function without shock mount. Phasemargin at
gain crossover (353 Hz) dips to
only 8.2".
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Flg. 4. 7933/35servomechanism
openJoop transfet function with
shockmount.Gaincrossoverfrequencyhasbeenincreased
to 486
Hz and thereis no sharpdrop.
critical composition toleranceson an elastomericmaterial.
Drive Performanoe lssues
There are two major factors to consider when discussing
overall drive performance. The first is whether the servo
system can seekand accurately locate the servohead where
desired within a fixed time (preferably very short). The
second is whether the data heads follow the servo head.
Servo head settling time is the period required for the
carriage assemblyto move and settle within a quarter track
width of the target track center. When within a quarter
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track [400 pin), the track follower circuitry homes in, and
at a suitable time, enablesthe read/write circuit to use one
of the other 13 heads. If the servo system is unable to
position the head in the track follower range within a software-specified time limit, a seek error is flagged and the
drive does a recalibration and reattempts the seek.
To measure accuracy and settling time performance, we
determined the open- and closed-loop systemtransfer functions and settling characteristics using HP Digital Signal
Analyzers. Initially, the error rate observedwas quite poor,
even when the servo position was extremely accurate.This
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Fig. 5. 7933/35servomechanism
open-loop transfer function with
shock mount. Phasemargin at
garn crossoveris a comfortable
36.2'.

was a result of the data heads' going astray with respect to
the servo head. The maior factor allowing this to occur was
that the cariage bearings were not maintaining contact
with the rail. As the carriagetilts, the heads above or below
it are no longer in a vertical line perpendicular to the disc
surface, that is, the heads are not in the same cylinder.
This causesdata to be miswritten with respect to the servo
reference and therefore causeserrors when the data is retrieved.
One major cause of this behavior was a nonsymmetric
magnetic field in the linear motor, which applied a horizon-
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phenomenon was monitored using an instrumentation
pack (servo code written on all surfaces) and several sets
of track follower electronics. It was thereby possible to see
relative settling between servo and data heads.

James D. Becker

Peter ll. Galen

James Beckerreceivedhis
BSEEdegree in 1967,his
MSEEin 1968,and his
PhDEEin 1980,allf romthe
Universityof Texas.He
joined HP's Disc Memory
Divisiondevelopmentlab
in 1980,contributedto the
design of the 7933/35Disc
Drives,then moved to manufacturing engineering to support the 7933/35.
He's now doing test equipmentdesign. Before
joiningHP,he designedanalogand digitalcircuits,
wrote BASIC,FORTRAN,and assemblylanguage
software,and served as a proiect manager ln an
office products development lab. He also put in
3%yearsof activedutywiththe U.S.Air Forceand
is now a major in the Air ForceReservewith a total
of 15 years'service.Born in Columbus,Texas,
James is marriedand the fatherof twins. He lives
in Meridian,ldaho,and enjoysphotography,hunting, and gardening.

PeterGalen receiveda BS
degree in biomedicalengineeringfromCaseWestern Reserve Universityin
1976 and an MSEEfrom
the Universityof Washington in 1978.Sincejoining
HP'sDiscMemoryDivision
in 1978, he has worked on
errordetectionand correctionfordisc drives,and is nowa projectmanager
for a disc conlroller. A native ot New York City,
Peteris married,has one child, and liveson a
five-acre farm in Eagle, ldaho, where he raises
steersand chickens.He's a memberof Amnesty
and his interestsinclude reading,
International
politics,camping,and travel.

Bob Batey is a development engineerwith HP's
Disc MemoryDivisionin
Boise,ldaho.WithHPsince
1975, he has contributedto
the designof the read/write
electronicsof severaldisc
drives includingthe 7933/
35. Born in Gainesville,
Florida, he attended the
UniversityofFloridafora pairof BSdegrees,one
in education(1972)and one in electricalengineering (1975).He receivedhis MSEEdegree from
StanfordUniversityin 1978.He'sa memberofthe
IEEEand a formermemberof the U.S. Navy Reserve.Bob is married,has a daughter,and lives
in Boise.His interestsincludepersonalcomputing
and outdooractivitieslikecamping,fishing,hiking,
and canoeing.

Foger V. Wilcox
RogerWilcox returnedto
his nativeldaho to join HP
in Boise in 1979.Born in
Montpelier,he studied
electricalengineeringat
BrighamYoung University,
graduatingwith a BS degree in 1969,then spent
ten years in Californiaworking on radar signal processingfortheU.S.Navy.Hisworkthereresulted
in one patent.With HP's Disc MemoryDivisionin
Boise, he designed the track follower and served
as pro.iectleader for the 7933/35 Disc Drives.
Roger is married,has six children,lives in Boise,
and teachesdigital electronicsat BoiseStateUniversity. His other interestsinclude woodworking,
backpacking, and coaching youth sports.
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Erlc W. Johnson
Eric Johnsongraduated
fromWashingtonStateUniversitywitha BSEEdegree
in 1979 and joined HP the
same year as a oevetopmentengineer.He contributed to the design of the
7933/35 Disc Drive servo
electronics and servo writer. In 1982 he receivedhis
MSEEdegreelrom StanfordUniversity.A nativeof
Kelso,Washington,
Ericlivesin Boise,ldaho,and
enioyssports,especiallysoftball,basketball,and
skiing,

R. FrankBell
FrankBell joined HP in
1975withexperiencein the
design of instrumentation,
security systems, and
sonar.At HP's Disc Memory Division,he's done
analogand interfacecircuit
design for disc drives,including the actuatordriver
amplifier for the 7933/35,
and he acts as a tutortor videotapedcircuittheory
coursesfrom StanfordUniversityand the University
of ldaho.His work has resultedin one paper and
two patents on inlrusion detection systems and
one pendingpatenton a dual-modeamplifier.Born
in Nashville,
Tennessee,FrankreceivedhisESEE
degreefrom Lehigh Universityin 1962 and his
MSEEdegree trom the Universityot Santa Clara
in 1973.He'smarried,hastwoteenagers,livesin
Meridian,ldaho,and enjoysskiing,camping,sailing, and home computers.

Lor€n Koehbr

James H. Smlth
Jim Smithwas mechanical
design project managerfor
the 7933/35 Disc Drives.
WithHPsince 1977,he'sa
graduate ol CaliforniaState
Universityat San Jose
(BSME1959)and the UniversityofSantaClara(MBA
1974).His work has resulted in a pending patent
on the 7933/35 media module. Jim was born in
Eureka,California.
He'smarried,hastwo children,
and is afounderandboardmemberoftheldaho
Youth Soccer Association. He also serves as a
soccercoachand as a boardmemberoftheBoise
City Parksand RecreationDepartment.He enjoys
huntingand fishing.
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Jelfrey R, llurphy
Jeff Murphy ioined HP in
1979 after receiving a
BSEEdegree from Cornell
University.He worked on
the 12060A ADC for the
A-Series Computers, the
27201ASpeech Module,
and the 27203A Soeech
Library.He now is working
on broadband local area
networks.Born in Williamsport,Pennsylvania,Jeff
nowlivesin Rocklin,Calitornia.
He is a memberof
the IEEEand enioysbicyclingand skiingwhennot
practicing classical piano (he has taken lessons
for 12 years).

ff"x[il,:l';$Jh.

Disc Driveactuatordesign.
A 1978 BSMEgraduateof
the Universityof Texas at
Austin,he's been with HP
since 1979 as a development engineer. Steve's
interestsinclude horses
(he and his wife-€nother
HP engineer-have an Arabian and a quarter
horse),outdoorsports,sailing,and "warm sunny
vacations."Originallyfrom Tyler,Texas,he now
lives in Boise.ldaho.

F. Kelth Whltakel
Keith Whitaker attended
Weber State College and
the Universityol Utah,
graduating from the latter
witha BSEEdegreein 1977
and an MSEEin 1978.With
HPsince1978,he hascontributedto the designofthe
7925 Disc Driveservosystem and the 7933/35 Disc
Drive position servo and seek control, and has
coauthored an IEEEcorrespondence on phaselockedloops. Keith'shobbiesare skiing,photography,backpacking,and scuba diving. He was
bornin Portland,Oregon,grewup in Ogden,Utah,
and now lives in Boise,ldaho,

LorenM. Koehlerjoined HP
in 1979 and has worked on
several different l/O products for HPSeries80 Computers,includingthe Serial
and BCD l/O Modules. He
was the pro,ect leader lor
the HP 829674 Speech
SynthesisModule.A native
Oregonian,Lorenattended
PortlandState University,receivinga BSEEdegree
in 1979.He is married,has three children,and
lives in Corvallis, Oregon. His outside interests
include woodworking, skiing, music, and involvement in Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowshio
International.

Tlmothy C. Mackey
Tim Mackey graduated
from PortlandStateUniversity with degreesin business adminstrationand
computerscience in 1974.
He was a product manager
lor communicationsrelated
productsat HP'sdivisionin
Corvallis, Oregon before
leaving the company recently.Timis marriedand nowlivesin Upton,Massachusetts.Hisinterestsincludemusicand motor
sports (cars, boats, motorcycles, airplanes).

Ellzaboth R, Huoftb
Born in Kearney,Nebraska,
Beth Hueftle studied
mathematicsat the Universityof Nevadaat Reno(BS
1976) and computer science at CaliforniaState
Universityat Chico (MS
1978).She then joined HP
and has contributed to the
FORTRAN/77comoiler tor
the HP 1000, the design of process control systems, and the 272O3ASpeech Library. Beth currentlyis workingon local area networkslor personal
computers. She is a member of the Society for
WomenEngineersand livesin Loomis,California.
Outside of work, she has many interests-skiing,
soccer, bicycling,rock climbing,photography,
and collectingantiques.

SpeechOutputfor HP Series80 Personal
Gomputers
Thismodule allowsa computerto provideinformative
p romptsand alarms, freeing theuser from frequent attention
to a display.
by Loren M. Koehlerand TimothyC. Mackey
HE HP 82S67A SPEECH SYNTHESIS MODULE
(Fig. r) for Hewlett-Packard'sSeries 80 Personal
Computersallows thesemachinesto output audible
information to prompt operators,sound alarms, indicate
error conditions, or requestservice.The 82967A is accompanied by enough vocabulary and software to provide a
variety of tools for using speech. A similar module, the
HP 272}l\,is availablefor computerswith an RS-292-CN.24
interface. A powerful supporting software package makes
this module easy to use on the HP 1000 and HP 3000
Computer Systems(seearticle on page 34).
speechoutput can improve the effiComputer-generated
and in many cases,provide new
operations,
some
ciency of
capabilities.Some possible applications ate:
r TesVmeasurement.
A typical test stationmight usea voltmeter controlled by a SeriesB0 Computer via the HP-IB
UEEE48S). With speech output, the computer can tell
a technician when to move a test probe to a new circuit

node without the technician's having to divert attention
away from the circuit board to obtain the next test instruction. The computer also can be programmed to
warn the technician verbally when a high voltage is
encountered.
Data entry. An accounting clerk who enters data into
ledgers all day long gets very good at using the 10-key
numeric pad on the computer'skeyboard.This usertypically does not look at the screenduring every data entry.
Accuracy can be increased greatly by either having audible feedback of entered data or verbal warnings of "outof-balance" account situations to such users,thus getting
their attention and causingthem to check their entries.
Monitoring/processcontrol. With speechoutput, a computer monitoring peripheral status or controlling a process can provide information with an audible alarm,
eliminating the time required for an operator to locate
the appropriatedisplay and read the alarm message.For
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Flg. 1. The HP Model 829674
Speech Synfhesls Module Provides plug-in speechoutputcaqa'
bility for HP Serles80 Computers.
The speech output can be
supplied to headphones,an external audio system, or the speaker
contained in the video monitorsfor
HP-86 Computers. lncluded with
the 829674ls a disc containing a
1500-word speech vocabularY
and binary routines to simplify the
application of speech outqut to
programs.
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different, the set of translation rules can becomequite complicated. For example,considerthe italicized words in the
following sentences:
Your assignment is to reod the chapter about reed boats.
After you have reod the instruction, pick up the red envelope.
After the archerspicked up their bows, they faced the spectators and bowed.
To handle these problems, a large exception dictionary and
an intricate set of context-dependent rules are required.
The advantageof translating text is its flexibility. However, the quality of the speech is generally very poor. The
listener must.pay close attention, becausethe speech output is usually flat and unemotional, and sounds mechanical. In some cases,the listener must have some knowledge
of the general context of the spoken messageto understand
it correctly. Some of these deficiencies can be corrected,
but then the benefit of flexibility is lost.
Recorded Speech. Actual speech can be digitized and
stored in the computer's memory for reproduction when
desired. The benefit is natural-sounding speech, but the
Flg.2. Outlineof softwarepackagefor imptementingspeech memory requirements are large even for brief speech outoutputin Serles80 Computers.All portionsareincludedwith
puts, typically 72K bytes for speech lasting one second.
the 829674exceptthe EpRoM
urtLtryand the woBDunLtTy. An alternative approach is to use the computer to search
whichare availablefromthe Hp lJser'sLibrary.
for a desired phrase recorded on a tape recorder and direct
the recorder to play back the phrase. The disadvantage of
example, a computer can announce, "printer 6 is out of
this method is the long accesstime and the large number
paper," or "Furnace temperature is too high,', to indicate
of phrases required to verbalize a full range of numbers or
not only the nature of the problem, but also the device
conditions.
affected.
Synthesized Speech. Speech synthesis can generatehighquality speech using a mathematical model of the human
Speech Output Technology
vocal tract and digital databasedon the recording of spoken
A computer system can use several techniques to generwords and sounds. Synthesized speech output has some
ate speech output.l Some of the most common methods
clear advantagesover more conventional methods of sound
are converting text to speech,reconstructing speechusing
reproduction such asthe tape recorder. Synthesized speech
digitized samples or recordings of actual speech, and qmhas solid-state reliability, allows real-time random selecthesizing speech using linear predictive coding (LpC, see
tion and concatenation of words, phrases,and sounds, and
box on page 32). The LPC technique is used by the 82962,{
has significantly lower data requirements than digitized
and its companion product, the 272O7A Speech Output
speech.The LPC technique used in the 82962A arlidZ7ZOTA
Module.
Modules is basedon the assumption that the sound a person
Text-to-Speech Conversion. Translating text in ASCII
makes at one instant is a continuation of the sound made
charactersinto verbal output is done by examining the text
in the previous instant. LPC removes natural redundancies
in sequenceand trying to figure out how to pronounce the
in speechand reduces the number of bits required to reprosyllables observed. Becausemost languages,in particular
duce one secondof speechby as much as 98.b%compared
English, contain words or combinations of letters that look
to purely digitized speech. Hence, the benefit of the LpC
the same but sound different, or sound the same but look
technique is that it greatly reduces memory requirements

Gain Programmable
Amplltler

Audio Ampllfler
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the
829674 Speech Synthesis Module's hardware syslem.

while retaining a high-quality speech output.
System Overview
The design objectives for the 82967A were to provide
speech output with as high a degreeof quality as possible,
and to provide everything needed to allow its use as a
viable computing tool. The 82967A hardware is closely
knit with software and vocabulary (refer to Fig' 2).
The EDlr program generatesspeech files' A speech file
is a subsetof the vocabulary database,with words, phrases,
and sounds put into user-defined combinations and renamed to fit the given application. A speech data file, as
with any data file, requires a certain amount of time to
load from mass storage into the computer and requires a
certain amount of memory space. Speechfile construction
allows the user to make tradeoffs between vocabulary residing in computer memory and the amount of load time from
mass storage.
The EPROMUTTLITYprogram converts additional vocabulary words, usually residing on an EPROM (electrically
progtammable read-only memory), to the correct data file
structure. EPROMs progtammed with additional vocabularies selected by the user are available from the vendor
for the speech synthesis integrated circuit used in the
82967A Speech Module. The EPROMUTILITY program is
available from the HP User's Library service. It works in
conjunction with the HP 82929A ProgrammableROM Module for Series80 Computers.The 829294 holds up to two
64K-bit EPROMs and fits directly into the Series 80 UO
backplane.
The woRo UTILITYprogram can be used to develop new
words from the existing vocabulary. New words are constructed by deriving the required syllables and phonetic
sounds from existing words in the vocabulary data base
and patching them together. The WORDUTILITYprogram
also allows a word, phrase,or sound to be altered by varying
the digital parameters that define it (refer to the box on
page32).
Hardware Design
The 82967A hardware system (Fig' 3) is centeredaround
an 8049 microprocessorand a TMS5220 speechsynthesis
chip. In addition, the module contains a programmable
amplifier for attenuation of the volume under software control, active low-pass and high-passfilters, and a final audio
amplifier.
The 8049 microprocessorservicesthe speechchip, controls the gain programmable amplifier, and handles the VO
protocol between the 82967A and the host computer via a
translator chip.
The IMBS translator chip provides the interface between
the module and the bus to the host computer' To service
the speech chip, the microprocessor provides an internal
9O-byte first-in, first-out (FIFO) buffer between the host
computer and the speech synthesis chip. The computer
invokes verbal execution of an utterance (a sound, a word,
or a group of sounds and/or words) by passing to the host
computer a command and a 16-bit value representing the
total number of bytes in the speechfile containing the data
for the utterance. The computer then transmits the speech
data for the utterance to the microprocessor's FIFO buffer.

After it fills its FIFO buffer or receives all of the bytes in
the utterance (if less then 90 bytes), the microprocessor
sends a speak command and 16 bytes of speech data to the
TMS522O speech chip. The microprocessorthen passes
additional eight-byte blocks of speech data on a request
basis to the speech chip until the utterance is finished' As
data is moved from the microprocessor's FIFO buffer to
the speech chip, more data is sent from the host computer
until all of the requested speech data has been transferred
from the computer to the speech module.
The data transfer used between the Series 80 Computer
and the 82g67Lcard is known as an OUT?UTdata transfer.
The ouTPUT data transfer was selected as the only means
of transferring speechdata from the computer to the speech
module because this type of data transfer cannot be suspended by another device. Therefore, it can guaranteethat
all speech data in an utterance arrives at the 82967A without interruption. The OUTPUTdata transfer approach reduces the memory requirements on the speech module,
which keeps the hardware cost down. After completion of
the OUTPUTspeech data transfer, the other VO operations
of the computer can resume or begin while the speech
module is still speaking, using the speech data remaining
in the FIFO buffer.
The TMS5220 speechchip produces synthesized speech
by taking the encoded LPC parameters,decoding the information, and placing it in an internal digital lattice filter.
The ten most-significant bits of the filter output are
supplied to an on-chip digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
every 125 microseconds, yielding an analog signal representing the appropriate utterance at the output of the
speechchip.
Programmablevolume control is accomplished by using
a gain programmable amplifier (GPA). This amplifier is
actually a digital-to-analog converter. The analog signal
from the speech chip is fed into the GPA's reference node
and attenuated to one of sixteen possible levels, depending
on the setting of the four binary inputs to the GPA by the
microprocessor. The GPA setting is controlled from the
keyboard or program by using the binary keyword svot'
or alternately, the CONTROLcommand from the Series 80
I/O ROM. For example, the command svor ro,rz sets the
output to level 12. The value 10 is the factory setting for
the 82967A's select code (hardware address). Writing a
value of 15 to the GPA sets the maximum volume level; a
value of 1 yields a minimum volume level. Writing a value
of 0 to the GPA turns off the output. At power-on or after
a system reset, the speech module sets a default value of
15 for the GPA.
Two-pole high-pass and low-pass active filters are used
to modify the analog signal before final amplification on
the card. The -3-dB point of the high-passfilter is 100 Hz'
and the -3-dB point of the low-pass filter is 3 kHz. These
points were picked based on the bandwidth of human
speech and background system noise. An operation called
deemphasis, which attenuatesthe high frequencies of the
synthesized speech,is performed directly by the TMS5220
speech synthesis chip. After the analog speech signal is
filtered, it passes through a manual volume control and
into an audio amplifier. The output of the audio amplifier
is o.22 watt into an eight-ohm load, which is more than
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Linear Predictive Coding
Linearpredictivecoding (LPC)is a speech analysis/synthesis
techniquewhich reduces the amount of stored informationrequired to reconstructan utterance.lf actual speech is digitized
for storage, 96,000 bits of memory are required to reproduce
one second of speech.By storingonly the data requiredby LpC
to synthesizethe same one second of speech with high quality,
the memoryrequiredis reduced to less than 12OObits.
LPC analysis begins with a recording of the actual sound,
word, or combinationof words and/orsounds.This recordingis
then convertedinto digital data by first samplingthe recorded
waveformat a fixed rate.This data is then compressed to extract
amplitude,source,and tilter informationto reconstructthe utterance based on a mathematicalmodel of the human vocal tract.
The amplitude,or energy,is simplythe loudnessof the utterance.
The source informationspecifies whether or not the vocal cords
arevibrating,and if so, at whatfrequency(pitch).Thefilterparameters describe the relativepositioningof the tongue, lips, and
teeth in the vocal tract model.
Speech Analysls
The filter parameters are derived based on the assumption
that whateveris spokennow is to a largedegreea linearcontinuation of what was spoken an instant earlier.That is, the filter
parametersK, are determinedby minimizingthe mean square
error between the actual value vn of a sample of the utterance
and the value vn. estimatedfrom a weightedsum of a number
of previous actual values. The relation between vne,the K, coefficients,and the previoussample valuesis given by

un, = .! K,un-,

(1)

wherethe analysisperiod,i : 1 to j, is a functionof the sampling
rate and the value chosen for j. For the LPC techniqueused in
the 829674 and 27201AModules,the samplerate is g kHz and
j:10.
Matrixalgebra is used to solve for the K, coefficientsfor each
analysisperiod. The amplitude value is derived from the rms
value of the speech waveform.The pitch value is derivedfrom
the periodicvariationof the sample values.
Phonetlcg
Beforediscussinghow the LPC parametersare combinedto
form a frame of speech data and how that frame is used to

Number
ot
Bytes

Data for Utterance

Flag for
Speech
Chip

Fig. 2. An uttercnce is coded as a sequence of speech
frames with a header that indlcates the totatnumbet of bvtes
in the sequence and a final stop speech frame.
synthesizespeech,the followinginformationabout basic phonetics will be useful.
Speech sounds can be divided roughly into two categories:
unvoicedand voiced. Unvoicedsounds are random noise generated by a constrictionsomewherein the vocal tract. Examoles
of unvoicedsoundsare the lettersf and s. Voicedsoundsinvolve
the vocal cords vibratingat a certainpitch.All vowelsare voiced
sounds as well as the lettersl, m, n, r, w, and y. Some letters
suchas v and z arecombinationsof unvoicedand voicedsounds.
Some lettershave other characteristicsthat must be considered for speech synthesis.All of the consonantlettersexcept h
involve a constrictionin the vocal tract that is relaxed rather
quickly.For the stop lettersb, d, g, k, p, and t, the constriction
completelyblocksthe flow of air throughthe vocal tract. Hence,
stop letters are characterizedby a short silence lasting 10 to
100 milliseconds.
All letterscharacterizedby eithera partialor a completevocal
tract constriction are also characterized by rapid spectral (frequency)changesbeforeand afterthe occurrenceof the constriction. This is caused by the rapid changes in the structureof the
vocal tract as the constrictionis formed and then relaxeo.
Speech Frames
The LPC parametersfor each analysisperiod are stored with
a repeat bit in speech frames of differentlengths as shown in
Fig. 1. Each word or sound is stored in the vocabularyas a
sequenceof thesespeech framesheaded by a digitalvaluethat
indicatesthe numberof bytes in the sequence(Fig. 2).
The speech frames can be classified into five basic types:
voiced, unvoiced,repeat,zero energy,and a stop code frame.
The 50-bit voiced (V) frames specify energy, pitch, and ail ten
tiltercoefJicients.
The 29-bitunvoiced(U) framesspecifyenergy,
zero pitch, and only the first four filter coefficients.The 11-bit
repeat(R) framesspecily only energy and pitch, and have their
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Flg.1. LPCspeech
synthesisparametercarestoredintooneof five
speecDtrameformats:(a) voiced,
(b) unvoiced,(c) repeat,(d) zero
energy,and (e) stop frames(see
texl.
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the pitch value can range from 0 to 63. The repeat bit is either
zero or one. Note in Fig. 1 that the number of bits allocatedfor
each filter coefflcientvaries depending on the influenceof that
parameteron speech quality.
Fig. 3 shows a listingot the values in each of the 20 frames
in the 74-byte sequence of values required to synthesizethe
word "eights." The Z frames describe the momentarysilence
beforethe "t" and the U and URf ramesdescribethe "ts" sound.
Speech Synthesis
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the basic speech synthesis
pulse
process.The excitationsourcesare a variable-frequency
generatorfor voiced frames and a random noise generatorfor
unvoicedJrames.The amplitudeof the selectedsourceis modulated by the desired amplitude or energy level and then is
applied to the recursivefilter,which is programmedby the filter
coefficientsfor the speech {rame.The transmissionfunctionof
the filter is
T ( z ): 1 / ( 1 - H ( z ) )

FIg. 3. List ng of the twenty speech frames and LPC parameter values in the sequence for the word "eights." The ufter'
ance begins at the top of the list and concludes with the stop
frame at the boftom.
repeat bit set to one to indicateto the speech synthesislC that
the tilter coefficientsfor the previousframe are to be retained.
The 4-bit zero energy (Z) frames specify zero energy and have
no other values. The 4-bit stop (S) frame specifies an energy
value of 15 and has no other values.The shorterlength of the
unvoiced, repeat, and zero energy frames allow the data rate
and storage requirementsfor speech synthesisto be reduced
considerably.
In each frame, the energy value can range from 0 to 15, and

(2)

where
10

H(z)= )6,r-i

(3)

Therefore,if en is the nth sample of the selectedexcitation,the
synthesizedoutput sample vn'is
10
Vn':

€n + >

Kiv;-i

(4)

This synthesizedoutput is then sent to additionalcircuitryto be
shapedby high-passand low-passf iltersand amplifiedfor output
as audiblespeech.

voiced or Unvolced

Fig. 4. Block diagram of LPC
speech synlhesls process.

adequate for most needs.
The 82967A comes with a phono jack and an RCA-type
speakerjack connected in parallel. These two jacks enable
the user to connect the speechmodule to an HP-86 Computer's video monitor (whose audio input also uses an RCA
connector), to stereoheadphones,or to whatever else meets
the user's needs, without the need for an adapter. The
manual volume control is designed so that by turning it
all the way down, the correct volume setting is obtained
for use with headphones.
Hlgh-Level Speech Incorporatlon
Incorporation of speechoutput in an HP BASIC program
is a simple task. Special keywords provided by the "speak"
binary program included with the 82967A's software allow

quick implementation of speech output in programs' The
software also contains easy-to-useroutines for generating
speech files that contain the desired utterances.
Retrieving SpeechData. To retrieve a speechfile from mass
storage,the procedure is the same as that required to read
any data file into memory from mass storagewith one exception-the keyword is different. For example,
10 ASSIGN #1 TO"HP" lOpen the file
20 DLOAD;A$,P$ !A$ : name and file information, P$ : speech data
30 ASSIGN #1 * lClose the file

The above three HP BASIC statements load a speech file
into computer memory. The actual speechdata residesin
the variable Pg.Information related to the speechdata such
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speechoutput for HP L000 and Hp 3000 computer systems
by ElizabethR. Hueftteand Jeffrey R. Murphy
The efficiencyof some users of a large computersystemcan
be notably improved by the addition of local speech output,
which can be used to requestservice for perrpheralssuch as
plottersand printers,promptoperatorsfor inputs,announcethe
occurrenceof inputor outputerrorconditions,and soundalarms.
The HP 27201ASpeech Output Module in conjunctionwith the
appropriateHP 272O3AorHP 272eSASpeechLibraryprovides
this capabilityfor HP 1000and HP 3000ComputerSystemusers.
fhe 27201A can alsobe usedwithotherRS-232-C^y'.24
comouter
systems,but the userwillhaveto developthe speechfilesdirecily
withoutthe assistanceof the Speech Librarysoftware.
fhe 27201Ais a microprocessor-based
peripheralwnose appearanceand internalspeechsynthesiscircuitryare very similar
to the 829674 SpeechSynthesisModulefor Hp Seriesg0 Com_
puters discussed in the accompanyingarticle.The differences
are the interfacingmethod and the addition of limited internal
speech data storage,
Intertace
fhe 27201Aand its jnterconnectingcable implementa standard three-wire(for transmitdata, receivedata, and ground signals) RS-232-C
N.24 data communicationsrnterface.Because
no other signals are provided, the module does not support
connectlonto long-haulmodems.However,short-haulmodems
usingthree-wiredata communications
can be used.
This interface scheme allows the 27201A to be connected
directlyto the host computeror to be insertedin serieswith any
RS-232-CN.24peripheralsuch as a terminal,printer,or plotter.
The serialconfiguration(Fig 1) eliminatesthe need for another
port when adding speech capabilityand allowsthe 27201A to
be connectedeasilyto a workstationfor interactivesoeechoutout

programdevelopment.
To coexistwithan in-lineperipheralon the samedata communicationsline,the2T20l Aoperatesin an eavesdropmode,monitoring all data on the line while passingit throughto the in-line
peripheral.The 27201A'sspeech output functionsare invoked
by a specialescapesequence(Esc&yS<command>Esc&yU),
which
triggerscommandrecognitionby the speech synthesiscircuitry,
Table I lists the availablecommands.When the module must
communicatewith the host computer, it interceptsthe peripheral's CTS(clear-to-send)line to suspend data flow from the
peripheralduring this time. The 2720iA implementsthe XON/
XoFFhandshake,which meansthat data flowcontrolresideswith
Ihe 27201A,even when the peripheralinitiatesthe handshake.

Table I
HP 27201A Speech Output Module Gommands
Command
CLEAT
DOWnload
PITCh
RESET
SPEAK
STATUS
TRAnsparent
UPLOAd

Action
Deletesagroup. of word data in the27201A
Transfersword dataf romhostcomouterto
a groupin the27201A
Variespitchof speech
Clears27201 Aand runs selltest
Causes27201Ato speakusingworddatain
a group
ldentifies buffer,register,and memorystatus
of272O1Aand conveyserrormessages
Passesalldatathrough
27201Awithout
recognizingcommands
Transfersword datafroma group in the
27201A to the hostcomouter

.A group in the 27201A
representsone RAMor EpBOMcomoonent.
Internal Memory
The SpeechOutputModulecan storethe data for synthesizing
up to 100 words (50 seconds of speech) by downloadingthe
data f romthe speechlibraryin the hostcomputerto the module,S
internalRAM, or can store the data for up to 200 words (100
secondsof speech)using EPROMsinstalledby the user.In the
lattercase, userscan storethe vocabularymost approprlatefor
theirapplicationand eliminatethe time requiredto obtainsoeech
data from the host system.

Fig. 1. Seaa/ configuration for HP 27201A Speech Output
Module. The module ls rnserted in the RS-232-C/V.24 line
connecting the peripheral to the host computer. During
nonspeech operation,the module passesa//signals between
the peripheral and the hostcomputet, but monitorsthe signals
to detect the special escape command sequence that addresses the module.
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Speech Library Software
Fig. 2 illustratesthe speech softwarepackage used by Hp
1000 and HP 3000 Computersto generatespeech output with
the27201ASpeechOutput Module.This package providesseveral usefulfeatures.First,it providesa vocabularyof over 1700
commonlyused words and sounds in a form readv to be downloadedto a moduleand spoken.Second,the pac[age provtoes
easy access to thesewords and sounds.Third,the speechsoftware providesa data base structuretor the speech data and a
programfor managingthatdata base.Fourth,the softwaremaKes
it easy for a user to includespeech output in the user'sapplication programs.
The vx (voice exerciser) program lets the user control the

Flg.2. Outline of the Speech Library software package for
HP 1000 and HP 3000 Computers.
27201Awithouthavingto code modulecommandsand speech
data in a program.The interactiveaccess provided by vx lets
the user clear the module,downloadselectedspeech data to it,
and cause it to speak by using only a few keystrokes.Thus, a
user can listen to differentoutputs quickly to choose the best
soundingone for the user's application.
The IMAGE schema file vScHMAcontains instructionsused
during the installationof the speech softwareto constructthe
data base, which is based on HP's IMAGEdata base management system.
programmanagesthe speech data base. lt allows
The VMNGR
the user to:

as the names of the words in the speech file and their
location are contained in the variable A$' The binary
keyword DLoADprovided by the binary speech software is
used instead of the normal LoAD command because the
vocabulary data base and user speech files have unique
data structures.
Real-Time Concatenation. Combining words, phrases,and
sounds residing in the host computer memory is an easy
task for the applications program. One useful example is
the generation of a number to be verbalized by a speech
module in an IIP-BOor tIP-87 Computer. The statements
60LETX$:"20"
: PAR$r'100",A$,P$)&PAR$(X$,A$,P$)
70NUMBER$
put the speech parameters for the word 120 in the string
variable NUMBER$.This procedure enables any number
between zero and 999 million to be constructed and verbalized in real time using the existing English vocabulary.
To generate the given range of numbers, the speech file
must contain speechdata for the numbers zero through 20,
the multiples of ten (30, 40, 50, etc.)through 100, and the
numbers "thousand" and "million." The keyword PAR$()
is part of the "speak" binary routine.
Speech Generation. To have a program speak an utterance
is the most straightforward task of all. For example, to
speak the number 120 generated above, requires only the
program statement:
80 SPEAK t0; NIJMBER$ lWhere 10 is the 82967A's select code

r lnstallsoeech data into the data base
I Make other data bases out of subsets or supersetsof the
standardspeech data set. For example,if an applicationrequiresa data basethattakesup onlya smallamountofstorage,
VMNGRcan be used to create a small data base containing
only the words needed.
r Make up new words by combining parts of existingwords.
lnstructionsand hintsabout how to do this are includedin the
user manual.
r Add custom words to the data base. lf a user needs words
that are not in the standardvocabularyand cannotmakethem
by modifyingexistingwords,the usercan purchaseadditional
words from the vendor of the speech synthesiscircuit used
in the 272014. These custom words are provided on an
EPROMthat the user can installin the speechmodule.vMNGR
can then be used to accessthose words for installationin the
centraldata base.
r Createa burn filefor an EPROM.vMNGRcan be usedto format
selectedspeech data into the proper file for programmlngan
EPBOM.The user can then program EPROMSfor insertionin
the memorysocketsof the 272014,which providesnonvolatile
storageof speech data for fast speech output.
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A phrase of speech stored in a user's speech file can be
as brief as one sound or word, or as long as thirty minutes
of continuous speech. The phrases in a speech file can be
named using a total of up to 195 characterson the HP-86/87
Computersand up to 95 characterson the HP-83/85Computersby using the EDITprogram. For example, in the statement
100SPEAK10;PAR$("DEMO",A$,P$)
DEMOis the label for the phrase "GooD DAY PAUSEIoTHIS
IS THE HEWI.ETTPACKARD8 2 9 6 7 A SPEECHSYNT}IESIS
MODULE."This phrase could have been constructed using
the EDII or the WORDUTIUTYprograms, or all the separate
words could have been placed in separate phrases in a
speech file and concatenated in real time to produce the
same result.
Finding Words. The first step is to look up the desired
words on the vocabulary disc that comes with the 82967A'
This is done by running the EDITprogram and pressing the
VIEW softkey. The Series B0 host computer then asks the
user which dictionary to look in. If the word wanted is
"hello." the user enters H, the first letter in hello, because
the standard vocabulary is arrangedinto 26 alphabetic dictionaries (one for each letter in the alphabet). A complete
listing of the standard vocabulary on a removable placard
is also included in the manual for the 82967A. User dictionaries are also allowed, and any name of up to eight
characters can be assignedto a user-created dictionary.
Listening to Words or Phases.Once the user looks through
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the displayed words to confirm the existence of the desired
words in the vocabulary, the user can listen to different
sentencecombinations by pressing the LISTENsoftkey. The
host computer then prompts the user by asking Word/phrase
to Speak?
The user then enters each desired word separated
by underscore marks. For example,

lllt"

Word/Phrase
to Speak?
FIELLO-I_AM_THE_I{EWLETT_PACKARD_EIGHTY_SIXPERSONAL_COMPUTER

*t

I

The words are read from the vocabulary disc and the
829674 promptly "speaks" them. Next, a set of three
softkeys (AGArN,rNcLuDE,coNTrNrJE)is displayed by the
computer. The AGAINsoftkey causesthe phrase to be spoken again. The INCLUDEsoftkey causes the entire phrase
to be brought into the dictionary residing in the host computer's memory. Pressingthe CONTINUE
softkey causesthe
original set of softkeys (vrEw, LISTEN,FET,SAVE,INCLUDE,
DELET,RENAME)to be redisplayed.
Saving Results. Once the desired results are in the host
computer's memory, the user can save this resident dictionary on disc by simply pressing the SAVEsoftkey. The
computer then prompts the user for a name for the dictionary file this information will be stored in. Once the phrases
are created and stored on disc, the user can write a BASIC
application program to use them under program control
with the help of the SpEAKcommand provided by the
"speak" binary program that comes with the 82S6ZA.
Packaging
The packaging scheme for the 82gB7A is designed so
that the user does not have to assemble or disassemble
anything to install the unit. The packageis a plug-in module
(Fig. 1), which in external appearancelooks similar to the
SeriesB0 HP 829504 Modem. A volume control and two
audio jacks are the only clues that this is not an 82950A.
Plugging the module into any of the four VO slots in the
Series B0 Computer backplane is the only installation
needed (Fig. a). Power is drawn from the mainframe, thus
eliminating the need for any external power supplies and/
or cords.

Hewlett-Packard
Company 3000 Hanover
S t r e e tP, a i oA l t o C a l i f o r n i9a4 3 0 4

a,
I

I

i

Fig.4. lnstailing the 82967A rn a Serles B0 Computer is a
simple process. The module is plugged into one of the four
//O s/ots in the backplane of the computer as shown and
derives its power from the mainframe.
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